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GSC Tries
To Keep
GradBeds
By Rima Arnaout
NEWS AND FEATURES DIRECTOR

Following a proposal by Chan-
cellor Phillip L. Clay PhD '75 to
find space for 140 undergraduates in
the graduate housing system, mem-
bers of the Graduate Student Coun-
cil are searching for solutions to the
undergraduate crowding crisis that
would not come at the expense of
graduate beds.

"The next step is basically to get
input," Clay said. He said he was
"actually quite gratified" by the e-
mailed suggestions he has received
so far. The memo was "deliberately
sparse on implementation details" to
allow for feedback, he said.

Ashdown likely solution
Although he is open to ideas

from the community at this point,
Clay said that the likely solution
will be to house the 140 undergrad-
uates in Ashdown house. Clay
called Ashdown the "most appropri-
ate as opposed to Tang, Sidney and
Pacific," or other graduate dormito-
ries. He also thought that housing
small numbers of undergraduates in
the middle of large graduate com-
munities like Sidney and Pacific
would be "isolating undergraduates
unreasonably. "

At a meeting between senior
administrators and graduate house-
masters last week, two proposals
were pitched, said Ashdown House-
master Terry P. Orlando. Orlando
explained the proposals to residents.

"It sounds like currently the two
options from where the 140 beds
would come from would be Ash-
down and Sidney-Pacific. As far as
the Ashdown idea goes, the plan is
to divide the dorm into two separate
living groups with separate
entrances and separate facilities.
There's just myriad logistical prob-

Decrowding, Page 11

The Weather
Today: unny, windy, 30°F (-1°C)
Tonight: lear, cold, OaF (-17°C)
Tomorrow: Cloudy, 20°F (-7°C)

Details, Page 2

CPs Find Drugs, Beer Keg on Fourth West
By Eric J. Cholankeril
MANAGfNG EDITOR

In separate incidents at East Cam-
pus, illegal drugs were found inside a
resident's room, and a beer keg was
discovered in a hallway closet.

Both the drugs and the keg were
found on the fourth floor of East
Campus' west parallel, soon after fire
alarms went off on the floor. The MIT
Campus Police incident log lists the
drugs as having been found at 6: 13
p.m. on Wednesday, Jan. 9, shortly
after a fire alarm went off at 5:42 p.m.

According to Captain David A.
Carlson of the MIT Campus Police,
the keg was found on Friday, Jan. 11,
after a fire alarm went off in the fourth
floor janitor's closet. The beer keg
was reported found at 4:48pm, less
than an hour after the alarm went off
at 3:56pm.

CPs discovered the keg in an
adjoining room "referred to as the
Elvis room," Carlson said. According
to former EC residents, the room,
which contains Elvis memorabilia,
used to be known as the "Elvis
Shrine" until many of its contents
were thrown out during summer reno-
vations.

"The keg was visible from the
hallway," Carlson said. 'We seized it
and got in touch with the liquor

AARON D. MIHALIK-THE TECH

A keg was found in the "Elvis closet" on the fourth floor of East Campus' west parallel during a fire alarm.
store." The keg was later returned to student goes through the [Committee found on the hall, Orme-Johnson
the liquor tore. on Di cipline] or through the Dean's said, "There's not such a clearly

Carlson declined to comment on office," said Assistant Dean Carol delineatedprocess ... for a whole
the discovery of the drugs, saying Orme-Johnson. floor ... but we do have precedent.
only that the student involved was not That always involves conferences
arrested Action may be taken against ball

"Any case against an individual Referring to the issue of the keg Pot and Beer, Page 12

MIT Grad Allegedly Faked Death to Avoid Debts
By Keith Winstein

A former MIT graduate student
faked his own death in 1990 to
avoid paying his bursar's bill and
student loans, federal prosecutors
charged in a civil complaint on Jan.
11. The former student, David M.
Venezia SM '89, had been arrested
two days earlier and was also held
on separate criminal charges that he
defrauded an Army scholarship pro-
gram while attending Boston Uni-
versity in 1997.

Venezia received a Master of
Science degree from MIT's Depart-
ment of Civil and Environmental
Engineering in 1989, hut he failed
to payoff his $4,000 bursar's bill

after graduation, according to MIT
documents that were part of the
government's filing.
, Additionally, prosecutors say
Venezia filed five times between
September 1989 and November
1990 to defer repayment of $23,000
in student loans used to attend
Brandeis, Northeastern, and MIT,
each time claiming that he was
unemployed.

The government asserts that dur-
ing that period, he was a full time
civil engineer at the U.S. Army Sol-
dier Systems Center in Natick,
Mass.

Venezia's attorney in the crimi-
nal case, James 1. Sultan, confirmed
that Venezia "worked at atick

StudentFinds 1941
Brass Rat in Desert

John R. Velasco '05 holds a 1941 MIT class
ring he found on a camping trip in California's
Borrego Desert on December 27. The ring is
inscribed with the owner's initials, although
only the first two letters - J.H. - are readable.

While the Alumni Office was unable to
identify the owner, Harold Radcliffe '41 sug-
gested that the ring might belong to' James
Henry Ferguson. Ferguson, a member, of Phi

.Beta Delta fraternity, was listed as dead in the
1975 alumni newsletter. However, Velasco
was unable to locate Ferguson's next of kin.
Velasco is still surprised by the discovery.
"The biggest mystery is how [the ring] got to
the desert." He thought that because the avy
and Marines conducted exercises in the Bor-
rego Desert in 1941, the owner might have
been in the armed forces and lost the ring dur-
ing training, but the full story remains
unknown.

Labs at some point" but said he is
now an administrator for the United
States Park Service.

bill, part of the government's exhibit
of bursar' office documents,
includes the notation: "7/09/90 Call
received from Michael Venezia,
says his cousin David died from an
auto accident." Michael is David
Venezia's middle name.

Venezia allegedly faked death
Prosecutors accuse Venezia of

eventually resorting to more extreme
means to escape his debts. A log of
attempts to collect Venezia's $4,000 Fake Death, Page 15

Alfred Keil, Page 14

,Alfred A.H. Keil
Former Dean of Engineering Alfred A.H. Keil died on Wednesday,

Jan. 9, at the Goddard ursing Home in Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts.
Keil, who suffered from Alzheimer's disease, was 88 years old.

K.eil was one of the world's leading authoritie on naval architecture
and ocean engineering.

"He has made a lasting contribution to the school and to the Institute
through his efforts to articulate a new and broader vision of engineering
education and to use the resources of the school with increased effec-
tiveness,' wrote then-President Jerome B. Wiesner and then-Chancellor
Paul E. Gray '54 in 1977, when Keil stepped down as dean of the
School of Engineering.

Professor James D. Broce ScD '64, an associate dean under Keil,
served as interim dean after his departure. Broce remembered Keil as a
remarkable scienti t and engineer an innovative educator, and a friend.
"His ideas concerning engineering and science education, though early,
have stood the test of time and many are being implemented now,"
Bruce told Tech Talk. ''He really had a wann heart. He cared about peo-
ple. Ioften think of seeing him with my children when they would come
to the office at the end of the day."

Born in Konradswaldau, Germany, on May 1, 1913 Keil received
the Doctor of atural Science degree from Friederich Wilhelm Univer-·
sity in 1939. After receiving his degree, he conducted research and
experimentation on the physic and effects of underwater explosions.

Following World War IT, he worked for the U.. aval Technical
Mi sion in Germany from 1945-46 and came to the United State in
1947 to join the avy's Bureau of Ships. As chief scientist of the

avy's Underwater Explosion Research Division in Portsmouth, Va. for
12 years, he became an authority on ship protection.

Keil became technical director of the Structural Mechanic Lab-
oratory at the avy's David Taylor Model Basin in Washington,
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WORLD & NATIOTHE WASH] GTO POST

In the face of continued critici m of U. . treatment of al-Qaida
and Taliban prisoners, Defense ecretary Donald Rumsfeld Tue day
mounted a vigorou , hour-long defense of security procedures used at
the U.S. military facility in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.

'The treatment of the detainees in Guantanamo Bay i proper, it's
humane, it' appropriate and it i fully consistent with international
convention ," Rum feld aid at a Pentagon briefing.' 0 detainee ha
been harmed ... The numerous articles statements, question , allega-
tions and breathIes reports on television are undoubtedly by people
who are either uninformed, mi informed or poorly informed."

European government and human right groups escalated criti-
cism of U.S. detention policy in recent days after the Pentagon
relea ed photos of the prisoner , including one that showed them
blindfolded manacled and on their knee . The photo wa taken by a

avy photographer minute after the first group of detainees arrived
at the base on Jan. 11. The human rights group Amnesty Internation-
al, for one, said that "keeping prisoner incommunicado, en ory
deprivation, the use of unnece sary restraint and the humiliation of
people through tactic such a shaving them are all classic technique
employed to 'break' the spirit of individual ahead of interrogation."

B h DefendsAdministration
Con net in Enron Hearings

White Hou e officials, who had
aid that the public wa paying little

attention to the matter, were stunned
la t week by a CBS ews poll in
which 63 percent of the respondents
said they thought Bu h officials
were not disclo ing everything they
knew about the administration's
relationship with Enron.

The White House disclosed on
Jan. 10 that Enron' s chairman and
chief executive, Kenneth Lay, had
contacted Treasury Secretary Paul
0' eill and Commerce Secretary
Donald Evans shortly before he dis-
closed massive losses that set off a
death spiral for the stock price of
Enron, which in December filed the
largest bankruptcy in U.S. history.

Tuesday, Bush was asked if he
was worried that the Enron case is
creating a negative perception about
him or his policies. "Our adminis-'
tration has done the exact right
thing," he .aid. "There has been a
couple of contacts with people in
my Cabinet. And my Cabinet offi-
cers said: No help here."

Bush pointed to an investigation
of the handling of Enron employ-
ees' pension funds that was begun
by the Labor Department "before
anybody started paying attention to
Enron."

By ike lien
THE WASHiNGTON POST

even tried to align himself with the
thousand of Enron shareholders left
with worthIes tock.

The White Hou e said the fir t
lady' mother, Jenna Welch, bought
200 share of Enron at 40.90 a
share on Sept. 21, 1999, and sold
them all for 42 cents a share on Dec.
4, two day after the bankruptcy fil-
ing. That wa a loss of ,096.

Bush also made a preemptive
strike against the upcoming Capitol
Hill investigations of Enron, several
of which are likely to explore his
administration's treatment of major
donors, including Enron executives.
While Bush acknowledged that
Congress has a right to investigate
the collapse of the company, he
warned investigators against med-
dling. "The Congress also needs to
stay focused on the American peo-
ple," Bush said. "We're running a
war. We've got to make sure our
homeland is secure, and we've got
to make sure people can find work.
We'Il take care of our business."

The new wave of hearings will
begin on Thursday and will likely
last months. "I'm confident that all
the facts will come out on Enron,"
Bush said. "And I'm also confident
that if Congress has the right atti-
tude, we can get a lot done."

Ju t before a new round of con-
gre ional hearings into the collapse
of Enron Corp., President Bu h
Tuesday portrayed hi own family
as a ictim of the energy company'
failure and said his administration
had handled it contacts with des-
perate Enron executives exactly
right.

, What I'm outraged about i that
shareholders and employees didn't
know all the facts about Enron,"
Bush aid. "My own mother-in-law
bought stock last summer, and it'
not worth anything now. If she had
known all the facts, I don't know
what decision would have been
made, but he didn't know all the
facts. And a lot of shareholders did-
n't know all the facts. And that's
wrong."

Bush's comments, made while
he toured a Caterpillar dealership
here, marked the first time he has
directly taken on the Enron debacle
ince it began dominating the news

nearly two weeks ago. With daily
disclo ures about White House ties
to the Texas energy giant threaten-
ing to drown out Bush's agenda, the
president offered a vigorous defense
of his administration's conduct, and

~aida Leade Re ealed P 0

Agains U.S. Embassy in Yemen
THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHTNGTO

A enior al-Qaida leader held by U.S. forces in Afghanistan pro-
vided information about an alleged plot to blow up the U.S. Embas y
in Yemen with a truck bomb that led to last week's decisions to close
the embassy consular office and tighten security around the facility,
Bush administration officials said Tuesday.

The information was provided by Ibn al-Shaykh al-Libi, a former
head of al-Qaida training camps in Afghanistan and a close associate
of Osama bin Laden, during an interrogation at the U.S. military base
in Kandahar, Afghanistan, officials said. AI-Libi is the most senior al-
Qaida member known to be held by the United States.

Officials said that although they were not certain about the infor-
mation's accuracy, U.S. authorities took it seriou ly enough to issue a
"credible threat" warning and order the consular office closed. The
Yemeni government also has increased p lice security around the
embassy, officials said. The disclosure from al-Libi marked the latest
example in what U.S. officials characterize as an intelligence windfall
from al-Qaida and Taliban fighters, document, videotapes and other
material seized in Afghanistan. U.S. officials say information learned
there has helped thwart possible attacks in ingapore and Bosnia. Kmart COrp. Files Bankruptcy,

Plans to Cut Number of StoresDono Pledge 27.2 Million for
De-Mining Afghanistan

LOS ANGELES TiMES By Elizabeth Sanger
NEWSDAY

lenders, which will supplement its
funds and see it through the year-
long reorganization.

Kmart intends to stay in business
and emerge leaner and meaner. For
now, all its stores are open, and
Martha Stewart is sticking by Kmart
"for the foreseeable future."

"It's all about exiting Chapter 11
now in a successful way," said Jack
Wm. Butler, Jr., a partner with
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher &
Flom, and the company's lead bank-
ruptcy counsel.

Kmart said it will reorganize
swiftly and come out of what is the
largest U.S. retailer bankruptcy next
year- a goal that Gary Fischoff, a
bankruptcy lawyer in Garden City,
N.Y., said maybe optimistic for a
company of "that size and complex-

ity."
As part of the reorganization,

Troy, Mich.-based Kmart said it
will evaluate the performance of all
of its 2,114 stores and their leases
by the end of the first quarter to
decide which to shutter.

Retail analyst Walter Loeb said
he believes 350 to 400 locations will
close.

Kmart is adding turnaround
experts to its management. Tuesday,
it named Ronald Hutchison chief
restructuring officer, a new position.
He and James Adamson, who was
elected chairman last week, will
work with management to rebuild
the retailer. Hutchison and Adam-
son came from Advantica Restau-
rant Group, which also runs
Denny's.

TOKYO

Officials from 24 nations and international organizations Tuesday
pledged 27.2 million, including $7 million by the United tates, for
de-mining Afghanistan, <: the close of a two-day conference on
rebuilding the country. While the funds were welcomed by Afghan
government officials, they're a fraction of the 668 million over
seven years that U. . experts say is needed to eliminate the nation'
land mine and unexploded ordnance problem.

Ridding Afghanistan of the e time bombs, or at least minimizing
their ability to inflict damage, is an ambitious goal. By some esti-
mates, as many as 10 million land mines and other unexploded ord-
nance litter Afghanistan after decades of war and instability.

An estimated 300 Afghans are killed every month from the deadly
leftovers, including children scavenging for the 25 cents worth of
metal in the mine, the U. . says. Half the victims die instantly, said
land-mine experts here, or succumb to their wounds on the way to
doctors, who are often several days of hard travel away. That figure
compares with around 30 people a month killed nowadays in Cambo-
dia, a pa t poster child for anti-mine campaigns, the U. . says.

Kmart Corp., known for blue-
light specials and Martha Stewart
sheets, Tuesday filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy reorganization. And
immediately, it started planning to
slim down its number of stores and
sharpen its strategy for attracting
customers.

Done in by dismal holiday sales,
a loss of confidence by suppliers
and investors, unsuccessful market-
ing, intense competition and dreary
and messy stores, the retailer that
traces its roots to a five-and-dime in
1899 Tuesday took the much-antici-
pated step.

In its filings in U.S. Bankruptcy
Court in Chicago, Kmart said it has
secured 2 billion in financing from

WEATHER
Situation for Noon Eastern Daylight Time, Tuesday, January 23,2002oist and Mild

By Nikki Prlve

The region of high pressure which gave us clear skies yesterday will
move off of the coast today, and winds from the outh will carry warm air
over the city during the day, with temperatures well above normal. This
evening, a warm front will sweep through, bringing rain overnight and on
Thursday. After the front passes through, relatively mild temperatures will
prevail through the weekend, with highs in the 40s (6°C).

This continues a warm trend which started lastfall. The average temper-
ature in December was almost TF (4°C) warmer than normal, with only
three days in all of December having below average temperatures. Three
record maximum high temperatures were set during the first week of
December, as well as one high minimum record.

Overall, this past December was the second warmest on record for
Boston, ending the eighth warmest year on record, and the seventh driest
since the late nineteenth century.

tended Foreca t

Toda : Increasing clouds through the afternoon fog and rain possible
late. Highs near 50°F (IO·C).

onlght: Fog and some rain, lows around 35°F (2°C).
Thur day: Rain, highs in the mid 40s (TC). Clearing overnight, lows in

the mid 20 (_4°C).
Friday: Partly cloudy highs in the upper 30s (3°C).

ee end: Continued partly cloudy, highs in the lower 40s (5 C), lows in
the 20 (-4°C).

Weather Systems Weather Fronts Precipitation Symbols Other Symbols
Snow Ram -- FogH High Pressure - - _TrOllgh * -Showers \J \J "R Thunderstorm····WarmFromL Low Pre sure Ught * . (X) Haze"''''''A Cold Front

--_.
§ Hurricane

Moderare ** ..
Ccmpiled by MlT-

....... Stahonary Front Hea,y

***
. Meteorology Staff.. and The Tech.
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India Claims Calcutta Gunmen
Connected to Sept. 11 Attacks
By Paul Watson
LOSA GELESTIMES

W DEUIl, INDIA

Yoking its own fight against
extremists to Washington's war on
terror, India charged Tue day that
gunmen who attacked a U.S. cultur-
al center in Calcutta belong to a kid-
napping ring that local police sus-
pect used ransom payments to help
bankroll the Sept. 11 attacks in the
United States.

Indian officials also claimed that
the people behind Tuesday's early
morning assault, which killed five
Indian police guards, could have
links to Pakistan's military intelli-
gence and two Pakistan-based
groups fighting Indian rule in the
disputed Himalayan region of Kash-
mir.

No U.S. citizens were killed or
injured in the attack near the U.S.
Information Service building, which
is near the U.S. Consulate in Calcut-
ta.

Pakistan's government dismissed
the Indian allegation as "baseless."

Pakistani President Pervez

Mu harraf ha won strong interna-
tional prai e for a crackdown on
Islamic e tremi ts, but India insi t
that the Paki tani general who took
power in a bloodless 1999 coup
hasn t done enough to top what

ew Delhi calls cro s-border terror-
ism.

The alleged connection between
kidnappers in Calcutta and the wor t
terrorist attack in U.S. history may
be difficult to prove. The man who
claimed the link, accused kidnap-
ping ringleader Asif Raza Khan,
was shot dead by police Dec. 7.
They said he was trying to escape.

FBI Director Robert Mueller, in
New Delhi on a previously sched-
uled visit to meet Indian leaders and
discuss cooperation in counter-ter-
rorism, said it was too early to lay
blame.

"I understand that there have
been claims of responsibility for the
attack," he said. "I also understand
that the investigation is ongoing,
and my experience shows that mak-
ing particular comments about what
occurred eight hours ago is prema-

ture.
'I have to wait to see what the

fact bear out to see re ponsibility
and motivation for the attack. I am
unaware of specific information in
recent day relating to attacks on
particular (U.S.) facilities," the FBI
director told a news conference.

In Washington, U.S. officials
said on condition of anonymity that
they don't believe the incident was
an anti-American terrorist attack,
noting that no Americans were pre-
sent at the center when the killings
occurred.

Describing Tuesday's attack,
police in Calcutta said a passenger
on a motorcycle pulled an AK-47
assault rifle from underneath a
shawl and opened fire on the build-
ing's security detail during a shift
change. At least one gunman in a
car also fired, Indian Home Minister
L.K. Advani aid.

Several passersby and "security
guards from a private firm were
among 20 people wounded in the
drive-by assault, Advani said. The
attackers escaped.

Palestinian Gunman Opens Fire
In Jerusalem; Israeli Raid Kills 4
By Lee Hockstader
THE WASHINGTON POST

NABLUS, WEST BANK

A Palestinian gunman rampaged
along downtown Jerusalem's
busiest street Tuesday afternoon,
spraying a crowded bus stop and
pedestrians with assault rifle fire and
injuring at least 15 Israelis before he
was gunned down by police.

The assault occurred 12 hours
after Israeli troops killed four mili-
tants from the Islamic Resistance
Movement, known as Hamas, in a
pre-dawn raid in the West Bank city
of Nablus on what Israel described
as a major explosives lab.

Even after nearly two weeks of
steadily escalating violence, signs
pointed to a fresh wave of attacks
and reprisals in the 16-month-old
conflict, which has already cost
more than 1,000 lives. In response
to the raid in Nablus, Hamas said it
would unleash an "all-out war"
against Israel.

Israeli officials said they were
alarmed that the AI-Aqsa Martyrs
Brigades, an armed group affiliated
with Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat's Fatah organization, is now
openly sponsoring attacks inside
Israel, including the shooting spree
in downtown Jerusalem Tuesday

and another at a girl's coming-of-
age party in northern Israel last
week. In the past, Fatah gunmen had
focused on shootings, ambushes and
other attacks in the Israeli-occupied
territories, while suicide bombings
and most other acts of violence
inside Israel were carried out by
Hamas, Islamic Jihad and other rad-
ical groups.

"The ones who have pushed
Fatah to this new policy are the
murderous rulers of Tel Aviv who
are continuing their aggression
against the Palestinian people," said
Marwan Barghouti, the Fatah chief
in the West Bank whom Israel
blames for a string of attacks.

Israel said its troops had pulled
back Tuesday morning to the out-
skirts of the Palestinian town of
Tulkarm, which they had fully occu-
pied Monday. But senior Israeli offi-
cials warned their countrymen to
brace for asurge of attacks and
vowed to strike back in response to
the assaultin central Jerusalem,
which left one woman in critical
condition and six other people in
serious to moderate condition.

Some officials openly endorsed
toppling Arafat's eight-year-old"
Palestinian Authority, which admin-
isters parts of the West Bank and

Gaza Strip, even though the govern-
ment has not formally decided to do
so.

"We need to intensify the pres-
sure so that at the end of the day it
may bring the end of Arafat's era,"
said Danny aveh, an Israeli Cabi-
net minister.

A month ago, Arafat and leading
Palestinian militant organizations
publicly endorsed a cease-fire, but it
never fully took hold. Now Arafat
speaks of becoming a "martyr" for
the cause of Palestinian statehood,
and the militant groups, including
Hamas, have explicitly vowed to
renew their attacks.

One measure of how far things
have deteriorated is the public
prominence of Abdel Aziz Rantissi,
the fiery spokesman in the Gaza
Strip for Hainas.

A month ago, under threat of
arrest by Arafat's police, Rantissi
would speak to foreign correspon-
dents only on condition that he not
be identified by name, and he
endorsed a Palestinian cease-fire as
a tactical necessity. Tuesday he
appeared on al-Jazeera, a satellite
television channel based in Qatar
and watched by millions of Arabs,
and threatened not only Israel but
also Arafat's administration.

AOUs Netscape Files Antitrust Suit
Against Microsoft for 1990s Violations
By P.J. Huffstutter
LOS ANGELES TIMES

An AOL Time Warner Inc. unit
filed a civil antitrust suit Tuesday
against Microsoft Corp. claiming

" the Redmond, Wash. -based giant's
monopolistic behavior nearly
pushed AOL's Netscape Internet
browser out of the market.

The lawsuit filed by AOL sub-
sidiary etscape Communications
Corp. in U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia draws heavily
from federal court findings that
Microsoft's business practices amid
the infamous browser wars of the
1990s violated federal antitrust
laws.

A federal judge ruled in April
2000 that Microsoft used anti-com-
petitive means to thwart browser

etscape and a panel of seven
appellate judges upheld eight sepa-
rate antitrust violations by Microsoft
a year later.

"We have a fiduciary responsi-
bility to our shareholders and a
responsibility to consumers, to pur-

sue this case," said AOL executive
John Buckley. "There are still issues
that obviously have yet to be
resolved. We believe it's better to
file this action now."

Microsoft officials said the com-
plaint is merely a sign that AOL is
trying to compete with Microsoft in
the courts rather than the market-
place.

"They've timed today's filing to
interfere with the ongoing efforts to
bring our (other) antitrust case to a
conclusion," said Jim Desler, a
spokesman for Microsoft.

"This lawsuit is not about con-
sumers. It's really about a company
concerned about its business perfor-
mance," Desler said.

AOL, which bought etscape
for $4.2 billion in 1999, is seeking
unspecified damages that legal
experts say could top hundreds of
millions and possibly billions of
dollars. If AOL wins the case and
can prove actual financial damage
in court, the company would be
entitled to triple that amount,

according to federal antitrust laws.
etscape avigator, once the

dominant Internet browser, has been
all but crushed by Microsoft's Inter-
net Explorer. Some 66 million U.S.
home PC users relied on Explorer,
compared with 16 million for avi-
gator according to the latest figures
from Internet analyst Jupiter Media
Metrix. At work, Explorer users
outnumbered avigator users 29
million to 10 million.

In the complaint, etscape asked
for a jury trial and an immediate
injunction against Microsoft's
predatory behavior. et cape
claimed that "it lost browser licens-
ing revenues; it lost browser market
share and it lost the profits that
would have existed if Microsoft had
not acted illegally. '

Ultimately, a judge will decide
the amount of any damages and
conduct remedie. etscape's com-
plaint suggested the conduct reme-
dies could be derived from a pro-
posal filed last year by nine states
and the Di trict of Columbia.
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China Keeps Tight Domestic Lid
On Latest Spy Incident

LOS ANGELES TIMES
BEIJING

hina enforced a strict silence domestically about the reported
bugging of its U .. -made pre idential plane Tuesday but indicated
that it won't let the allegations get in the way of an upcoming vi it by
President Bush.

"I don't seethi affair having an impact on any other i sues,"For-
eign Mini try spoke man un Yuxi said Tue day.

He would neither confirm nor deny reports last week by the
Washington Post and London-based Financial Times that Chine e
authoritie had found more than 20 eave dropping devices in a Boe-
ing 767 that had been luxuriously customized in the United States for
President Jiang Zemin.

"China is a peace-loving nation that doesn't pose a threat to any-
one. It is completely unnecessary to eavesdrop on China," Sun told
reporter at a routine news briefing. An apparent blackout continued
in China's state-owned media, with censors quickly deleting postings
about the reports in Internet chat rooms.

'Please maintain order and do not discuss the bugging incident,"
wrote the chat room monitor of the trong Country Forum Web site,
which is maintained by the Communist Party-controlled People's
Daily. Analysts generally agree that the bugging reports reflected
badly on Jiang.

FBI Says New Jersey Likely
Key to Anthrax Attacks

THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTO

FBI investigators believe that the key to finding a culprit in last
fall's anthrax attacks may be found in central ew Jersey, law
enforcement officials said Tuesday.

The FBI and the U .. Postal Inspection Service plan to hold a
news conference in Trenton, .J., Wednesday to appeal for help from
the public and announce a doubling of the reward in the case to $2.5
million, officials said. All of the four anthrax-laced letters obtained
by authorities were postmarked at a Trenton postal di tribution facili-
ty. FBI investigators, stymied by a lack of foren ic evidence and slow
progress in identifying the source of the deadly spores, hope that a
high-profile appeal in ew Jersey will shake loose information that
could lead to a much-needed break in the case, officials said.

"This is a targeted effort toward central ew Jersey," one FBI
official said. "Investigators and others associated with the case con-
tinue to believe that whoever did this has a relationship with central
Jersey, whether they lived there, worked there or just spent a lot of
time there. The key to the case could be there."

Two weeks ago, FBI agents visited scientific laboratories and
offices at Rutgers University in ew Brunswick, .J., for an exhaus-
tive look at photocopy machines in use there. The agency has been
looking for tiny marks or imperfections that could match a particular

. photocopy machine with one ofthe anthrax letters sent to U.S. Senate
offices and news companies.

The agency's frustration in finding the culprit was eased only
slightly by an announcement of progress in the effort to decipher the
genetic makeup of the anthrax strain used in the attacks.

Amazon Posts First Profits
THE WASHINGTON POST

Amazon. com Inc., the Internet retailer whose fortunes once soared
on the promise of online commerce only to be brought back to earth
by the dot-com bust, finally accomplished a basic goal of any busi-
ness: It made a profit.

The net gain of $5.1 million, or 1 cent per share, for the three
months that ended Dec. 31 did little to make up for the 2. 6 billion
in losses the Seattle-based merchant has accumulated since 1994. But
it marked a significant rever al for a company that lost 545 million,
or $1.53 per share, in the same period a year earlier.

"The company will take a moment to celebrate these result but
then we're moving on," Amazon chief executive Jeff Bezos said in a
conference call with analysts. "As good as these results are, we've
got momentum and many more things still in front of us."

Amazon's earnings report came the same day one of its brick-and-
mortar competitors, Kmart Corp., filed for bankruptcy protection. It
was a coincidence that some analysts took as a turning point in the
evolution of dot-corns, which were once regarded as revolutionary
until the online industry collapsed in red ink last year.

Legislators Condemn Shutdown
Of Independent TVStation

THE WASHINGTON POST
MO cow

Several leading Russian legislators Tuesday condemned the gov-
ernment's decision to take the nation s largest independent television
station off the air, saying the move shows the Kremlin is resolved to
control the national media. Pres minister Mikhail Lesin defended the
closure ofTV-6 as proper, and blamed the station's director for back-
ing out of an agreement that could have allowed the station to contin-
ue broadcasting. Lesin held out hope that the station could get back
on the air under a temporary permit.

The affair involves many of the same people who took part in last
year s battle over the independent network NTV, but only a fraction
of the drama. Political observer said it demonstrates anew that Presi-
dent Vladimir Putin intends to strip two well-known business
tycoons, Vladimir Gusinsky and Boris Berezovsky, of any influence
over new coverage in Rus ia.

The Kremlin has publicly accu ed both men of trying to dictate
state policy through their media outlets. The tycoons have countered
that Putin is trying to silence criticism. Gusinsky faces criminal
charges in Russia and Berezovsky i wanted for que tioning; both
have denounced the probes a politically motivated and now live
abroad. Berezovsky owns 75 percent of TV -6, and allowed Gusinsky
and journali ts from V to manage it after Gusinsky lost control of

TV last year to the natural gas monopoly, Gazprom.
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The Latest Attack on Ashdown
Guest Column

Barun Singh & Jenny Farver

As tated in a recent Tech article and edito-
rial, the MIT administration is seriously con-
sidering hou ing undergraduate in graduate
dorms. One of the options favored mo t by the
administration is to house freshmen in Ash-
down House (yes, not just undergraduate , but
freshmen specifically). Put simply, this is not
a good idea.

First let us briefly go over the logistic of
the proposal. The current idea is to put a wall
up in the middle of the dormitory and separate
it into two buildings; one for freshmen and
another for grad students. This idea shows what
little thought went into the proposals. Anyone
familiar with Ashdown House knows that on
each floor, one side of the building has study
lounges while the other side has kitchens. In
the basement, one side of the building has the
gym!laundry facilities, the other does not. It is
unreasonable -to expect that either side of the
building could function independently of the
other. In addition, splitting the dorm into two
would require renovations for a new housemas-
ters' suite, a new lobby, etc., which would cost
millions and degrade the architecture of one of
the oldest buildings on the MIT campus. Final-
ly, many students have squatter's rights to their
rooms and would be forced to move out and

. give up these rights if the proposed plan were
implemented. (not to mention the strong possi-
bility that some students would be evicted from
the dorm entirely).

Logistical problems aside, such a proposal
destroys the very communities the housing
system should attempt 1'0 foster. Graduate
dorms have their own unique communities and
support structures. Ashdown has a well-devel-
oped house governance system that involves a
significant fraction of its residents. On an aver-
age week 'in the dorm there may be as many as
five or six house events (such as coffee hours,

·IM team games, and cultural events). Ash-
down also plays an important role in the grad-
uate community as a whole, hosting popular
events open to all graduate students, and has
been recognized as a paragon of a graduate
community. For example, the 1998 Report of.

the Task Force on tudent Life and Learning
ite that' the thoughtful programs that exist at

A hdown House are an example of how to
bring about a strong sense of community
among graduate student. uch housing is
clo ely aligned to MIT's educational mission.'

The idea of housing undergraduate students
at hdown is not new. In the pring of 1999, a
imilar proposal was put forward to tum Ash-

down House into a freshman dorm (and Mac-
Gregor into a graduate dorm), but tudent and
faculty pressure did not allow for this. The Uni-
fied Student Response to the Residence System
Steering Committee cited Ashdown and Mac-
Gregor a 'unique living options for their

Logistical problems aside)
proposals to house freshmen
in graduate dorms destroy the
very communities the housing

system should attempt tofoster.

respective residents." Ashdown House was also
threatened in 1994, 1989, and at many times
prior to that. All of the current arguments for
keeping Ashdown as a graduate-only residence
have been made before. It has always been
concluded that the Ashdown community is
more important than its living space.

The whole situation is beginning to pit
one portion of the MIT community against
another. There is no need for this. Chancellor
Clay, in his recent letter, seems to indicate
that housing undergraduates in graduate
dorms is both a decision that has been thought
out in full detail and the best of 'all options (of
which there are only four). Neither of these
statements is correct. There are options
beyond those brought up in Clay's letter,
which are more beneficial to both the graduate
and undergraduate community. Graduate stu-
dent representatives, along with various
housemasters and housing administration, are
currently working on these ideas.

Of gravest concern is the manner in which
the new decisions illustrated jn the Chancel-

lor letter have come about. 0 graduate stu-
dent repre entatives, nor any housemasters,
nor most 'of the housing administration were
aware of any aspects of this proposal until the
e-mail was sent out (conveniently, at a time
when the Chancellor, President, and Provost
were all out of the country and many students
are out of town). Basically, many of those
who would be affected the most by these deci-
sions could not gi e any input. Furthermore,
the wording of the Chancellor's e-mail did not
provide any specifics regarding the implemen-
tation of the plan to house undergraduate in
graduate dorm . Housemasters and student
leaders were left to glean the relevant infor-
mation a best they could. Also, the MIT
administration has known for four years that
freshmen would not be able to ru h in 2002,
thus forcing an overcrowding situation.
Adding insult to injury, this same administra-
tion is somehow only allowing one month for
the grad students and housemasters to consid-
er the proposal put forth.

Finally, before opinions are formed it is
important to put the overcrowding problem
in the proper perspective. Yes, there are 140
extra students currently in the undergraduate
housing system. However, an interesting fact
is that the majority of these students, after
living in one of these dorms for a short peri-
od of time, do not want to move out into an
emptier space. However, while some dorms
are overcrowded, some undergraduate dorms
are also undercrowded, with a triple housing
only one student. And while it is true, as
Chancellor Clay stated, that many graduate
dorms have been constructed in the past 20
years, this is due to the great demand for
graduate dorms (the demands for undergrad-
uate beds have not grown in the same man-
ner over the past 20 years). In fact, in order
to get any on-campus housing, graduate stu-
dents have already been willing to crowd
themselves in Sidney & Pacific by doubling
otherwise single rooms.

Baron Singh is a graduate student in the
Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, and is a representative of
Ashdown House. Jenny Farver is a graduate
student in the Department of Civil and Envi-
ronmental Engineering, and is the president
of Ashdown House.

Craduate Housing Is Not Institute Inventory
Guest Column

Nelson C. Lau & Richard Rikoski

Recent events have placed on-campus
graduate housing in a peril that only threatens
to increase over the next several years. In its
efforts to house all freshmen oil campus and
alleviate crowding in undergraduate dorms,
the MIT administration has proposed that the
only "feasible" solution is to use graduate
beds as a buffer to cover jnefficiencies in the
current undergraduate housing system.

Several weeks ago, administration cited
potential delays in completing Simmons Hall
to justify allocating on-campus graduate beds
for freshmen for one year. When Simmons
was confirmed for completion before next fall,
the administration withdrew its request.

But now the administration proposes that
an "opportunity" can be claimed by convert-
ing 140 graduate beds into undergraduate beds
for several years to alleviate crowding in
undergraduate dorms.

Unfortunately, most graduate students see
only a problem in the place of this opportuni-
ty. While the proposal does not seem unrea-
sonable at first, it foreshadows troubling
reductions in the availability of affordable on-
campus housing for graduate students.

To see how, we need to look at the signifi-
cant dilemma that the MIT administration is
trying to "solve." MIT has to house all incom-
ing freshmen on-campus while allowing all
undergraduates the option of staying in their
current dorm (including freshmen), and at the-
same time it must remedy the problem of 140
students living in overcrowded rooms.

This problem is especially tricky because:
1) Most undergraduates choose to live in

the same dorm throughout their entire under-
graduate career.

2) FSILGs have faced lower and lower
occupancies each year, especially with the
"forced" decline of Rush.

3) 0 freshmen will be allowed to move
into off-campus houses beginning Fall 2002:

4) MIT cannot promise capping the enroll-
ment of undergraduates, while departments
continue to request admitting more and more
graduate student .

As a olution, Chancellor Clay has seen it
fit to reque t spots from the graduate housing
"inventory." This fall, when there should be

adequate housing on campus for freshmen
(assuming that Simmons Hall is completed 'on
time), 140 beds from the graduate community
are still being "requested" for up to five years
(the maximum length of time an undergradu-
ate could stay in the residence) to alleviate the
overcrowding problem currently faced by
undergraduates. While we, as graduate stu-
dents, are sympathetic to the administration's
plight, this warning of things to come in 2003
present in the Chancellor's request has given
us reason for alarm:

"If we stem the decline in the occupancy of
the FSILGs and contain the enrollment of trans-
fer students, we will be able to contain the risks
for future demands on the graduate inventory."

Our concern becomes apparent with the
words "contain the risks for future demands on
the graduate inventory," which clearly indicate
MIT's intent to take more beds each year from
graduate students if the undergraduates are not
provided for. But nothing short of building
more undergraduate dorms on campus for the
students drawn away from the FSILGs will
remedy the ailing undergraduate housing sys-
tem. This means that the administration will
inevitably seek to convert more graduate beds
into spaces for undergraduates in the future.

To make matters worse, the administra-
tion's first attempts to seize graduate beds for
undergraduates' have been from the two most
affordable housing options available to gradu-
ate students at MIT - Ashdown House and
Tang Hall. These buildings have the lowest
rents for on-campus graduate housing because
the buildings' loans have already been paid
off. So not only would the administration's
"solution" offer graduate students fewer beds
than promised, it would also expect graduate
students to pay more for them (the newest
graduate dorm, the Warehouse, has rents of
approximately eight hundred dollars - almost
twice the average rents in Ashdown or Tang).

Chancellor Clay rationalizes his proposal by
asking graduate students to view the reduction
of beds as a' diminution of "an increasing
response to graduate student needs." Till state-
ment fails to acknowledge that every bed cur-
rently in place is the result of over 30 year of
persistent lobbying for affordable housing by
graduate students. This demand has only inten-
sified in recent years due to the kyrocketing
rents in the areas surrounding MIT which on
average represent about two thirds of an engi-
neering research assistantship after taxe . The

chancellor's request treats graduate beds as a
buffer for the inefficiencies of the undergradu-
ate housing system, and not the sorely needed
housing option essential to graduate students to
be able to afford to live anywhere near MIT on
a standard RA. To graduate students these beds
are far more than housing "inventory."

Graduate donns on-campus are vital to com-
bating isolation, and tend to be the first commu-
nities to which foreign students have acces .
Our experience in Tang has taught us that gain-
ing a sense of community is omething greatly
desired by incoming students, The first-year
graduate students will be the wor t hit by the
changes that Chancellor Clay proposes. Just like
undergraduates, we as graduate students wish to
preserve the communities built by our graduate
residences, one of the few supports graduate
students have against the stresses of MIT.

The effect of the chancellor's proposal on
MIT' s ability to attract the best graduate stu-
dents is unclear. But top candidate will be
given reason for pause when comparing
MIT's outlook on graduate housing with its
peer .institutions like Stanford, where ample
affordable housing or housing subsidies are
made available to students.

For now, the administration has assured us
that Tang Hall is safe. Although last week's
Tech editorial ["An Imperfect olution to
Crowding"] made it clear that our house is cov-
eted, we have confidence in the administra-
tion's word. But regardless of whether or not
Tang Hall is threatened, any threat to graduate
student housing is a threat to our residents.
Where will our residents go after their first
year? Into a rapidly shrinking supply of gradu-
ate beds? Or a fierce housing market off-cam-
pus? Any reduction in graduate beds will affect
our outgoing re idents disproportionately.

o graduate pace should be surrendered
under such pretenses, nor should precedents be
set for using graduate beds as a buffer for the
undergraduate system. ot in Tang, not in Ash-
down, not in Green not in ydney and Pacific,
not in Edgerton, not in the Warehouse, and not
in the married-with-children-but-barely-surviv-
ing-on-a-graduate-stipend dorms (Eastgate &
Westgate); not anywhere, not now, not ever.

Nelson C. Lau is a graduate student in the
Department of Biology and president of the
Tang Hall Resident Association (THRA).
Richard Rikoski is a graduate student in the
Department of Ocean Engineering and com-
mon rooms officer of the THRA.

Parity Error

o MIT has alJowed itself to be pres ured
into providing on-campus housing for all first-
year undergraduates, despite existing housing
already being at a premium, and repeated
undergraduate overenrollment exacerbating
the problem; and with next fall's rush project-
ed to draw many fewer students than usual, the
Institute finds itself needing to house a large
number of undergrad in a hurry. And once
again, the preferred solution is to make the
grad students pay for it.

Pay for it quite literally: the shortage of on-
campus housing forces grad students into an
equally strained market, where they have to
pay rents barely supportable with graduate
stipends or put up with prolonged commutes.
The problem is especially pressing for first-
year students looking for continuing on-cam-
pus housing; they have to enter a lottery in
which, this past year, nearly a thousand stu-
dents competed for a few dozen spaces. MIT
bas finally begun taking steps to ease a problem
which has been a premier grad issue for the last
seventy-five years, while the graduate popula-
tion has steadily increased; and just as it's
about to take the largest of those long-promised
steps, it threaten to break faith with one stu-
dent population for the convenience of another.

If 140 grad students are denied housing
next year in favor of undergrads, that 140
more people forced into the already over-
stre sed and far more expensive external
housing market. Will the Institute accordingly
expand its supply of ubsidized off-campus
housing? Will it provide to the top 140 grad
students denied on-campus housing a special
living stipend, to make the cost of renting off-
campus comparable to that they should have
been offered? Such an approach would go
some way toward addressing the issue of
expense, though not those of location, ameni-
ties, or community that are also among the
benefits of on-campus housing. And why not
offer those compromises directly to under-
graduates, rather than forcing graduates out, to
avoid disrupting the communities we too work
hard to build? Even the exi ting upply of off-
campus subsidized housing, ostensibly for
grad students, already has a number of spaces
occupied by undergrads.

MIT has resorted to major expenditures to
resolve housing crises before. In 1998, MIT
rented a dormitory from the Massachusetts
College of Art in response to an undergraduate
housing shortage. This past fall, a large num-
ber of grad students were housed in the Uni-
versity Park Hotel when Warehouse comple-
tion ran behind schedule. There are all sorts of
approaches the administration can invest in
that avoid or minimize further antagonizing
half its student population. What me sage does
it send to take rooms from graduate students
while FSILGs shut down or have beds stand-
ing empty? Providing sufficient additional up-
port to the FSILG system could encourage
more undergraduates to live in rooms the uni-
versity community already has available.

And what's going to happen next year,
when expected FSILG enrollment remains
low? As thing currently stand, the excess
number of undergraduates wanting on-campus
housing is predicted to double to three hun-
dred by 2003, and mo t likely to continue to
increase thereafter; and the administration has
already expre ed its expectation for "future
demands on the graduate inventory." The
graduate housing system, till inadequate to
meet our own demand, should not be treated
as an "inventory" to be drawn on to patch up
problems with the undergraduate system.

early the same situation occurred a few
years ago at Princeton, a university notorious
for it lack of concern for grad tudents; and
even there, the final decision was to let the grad
students keep their home rather than give them
to undergraduates. A few years before that, in
response to an unexpectedly large incoming
class, Princeton housed dozens of undergradu-
ate students on an athletic field in temporary
trailers - which turned out to be among 'the
most popular rooms on campus that year. The
point is that alternative solutions exist, and the
better olutions are tho e that allow students to
be treated equitably and with respect.

I, for one, chose to come to MIT in no
small part because it really cared about its
grad students - or so it until recently
appeared. These sorts of issues regarding our
quality of life, and the admini trative attitude
they currently reflect will certainly make MIT
le s attractive to the top tier of prospective
graduate students, and make the existing ones
feel increasingly frustrated and marginalized.

Justin Werfel is a graduate student in the
Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, and vice pre ident of the
Edgerton House Association.
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Chad Serrant's IAP Game Guide

Captain Olimar is surrounded by his flock of faithful pikmin.

Gamecube owner hould definitely rent
thi . It is a brief yet calming experience that
you won t find often.

Pikmin
Published by Nintendo

intendo Gamecube
$49.99
Rated E for Everyone

P ikmin is definitely a try-before-you-
buy game. intendo has created
another unique game that barely fits in
the adventure/real-time tactics/puzzle

genre. It is an excellent one-player experience
but al 0 a brief one.

Captain Olimar is flying through pace in
his spaceship when a comet slams into it. He
era h land and finds an onion that produces a
trange creature. It has a leaf on top and an

animal on the bottom. Olimar call it a pikmin
and he notices that it follows his every move.
If Olimar can use these creatures to recover
hi mis ing ship parts, he can get back home.
He has to hurry because the planet's atmos-
phere is poi onous to him.

With only 30 days until his life- upport
fails, 01imar must learn how to u e the pikmin
effectively. They can carry food to the onion
and produce more pikmin. They can drink
nectar and become faster and stronger. More
importantly, pikmin can work together to push
blocks, destroy walls, and fight the local
predators.

Red, yellow, and blue pikmin have differ-
ent abilities. Red pikmin are strong and
immune to fire. The yellow one can carry
bomb rocks and are thrown the highest. The
blue pikmin are amphibious. The trick is to
figure out who you need, where to go, and
what to pick up, and make it home before sun-
set. There are five areas to search that are
loaded with bridges, ship parts, and giant
monsters.

The bo fights require you to find the
boss' weak points or overcome their defenses
before you can damage them. A mushroom
boss converts pikmin into mu brooms that
attack you. The bird-headed snakes fall quick-
ly if you can get the pikmin on their heads.

The game has lighthearted touches. The
pikmin are absolutely adorable. Olimar adds
to his captain's log every night and you get to
see in ide his head. The challenge mode opens
when Olimar completes his quest. Though
fun, it's also very short and adds little to the
game. You start with tbree of each color of
pikmin and you have one day to make as
many pikmin a possible.

Time is the problem with Pikmin. The 30-
day time limit de troys your ability to sit back
and melf the flowers. This game lasts for
only a few hours and can be easily completed
in a rental period. The lack of a multiplayer
mode hurts its replay value even more.

The foreign world is very beautiful. The
developers went to real forests and took lots
of pictures, and the effort definitely paid off.
You can easily confuse the game graphics
with photographs. The pikmin look a little
blocky, but are fluidly animated.

The music is ery calm and quiet. The pik-
min ha e different ounds for their action .
You will know when they are under attack
and hen they are knocking a wall down, and
you' ll love their hello noi e .

SSXTricky
Published by Electronic Arts
PlayStation 2, Nintendo Gamecube, Microsoft
Xbox
$49.99
Rated E for Everyone

The SSX Tricky circuit is waiting for
orne nice riders to race down the
lopes and get tricky. The hot PlaySta-

tion 2 snowboarding game got a little
tricky and is playing on the Gamecube and the
XBox as well.

Yeah, you're nowboarding. But you gotta
do tricks. Grab some air and do tricks to get a
boost. When your boo t is fun it's time to get
tricky. Do seven iiber tricks and you get infi-
nite boost.

There are ten courses in the SSX circuit.
They're loaded with jumps, rails, and short-
cuts. Tokyo Megaplex has several vertical air
vents that give you plenty of time to pun some
sweet, funky, dope maneuvers. The Aloha Ice
Jam lets you rail throughout most of it and
ride through orne sweetpipe shortcuts if you
can jump that high.

Twelve boarders are available for this
year's circuit. Each has different friends, ene-
mies, tiber tricks, and different types of
boards. Alpine board give you a big speed
boost, while freestyles let you redefine style
with some sweet tricks. BXs are right in the
middle.

When you're racing, get in the top three
places three times to advance to the next
cour e. If you push people, you get an auto-
matic tricky and your boost fills. But that isn't
nice! And I'm sure your "friends" will
remember. Keep it up and you'll have 5 others
playing rough with you.

If you would rather show off, you can try
to beat the top three scores for the area. There
are extra rails and ramps for altitude adjust-
ments. Don't forget the core multipliers of
Zx, 3x, and 5x. Get a 5x, get a big air bonus,
and do an tiber trick.

I would be lying if I said the graphics are
like riding a transition in a dream. While the
models are well done, the snow is blurry and I
can tell where the textures end.

The sound doesn't get any better than this,
though. High-quality voice acting ensures
cringing from the over-the-top lines and not
poor acting. And the music keep you on your
toes. When you're in last place, the music
loses several instruments and you're left with
ju t the drums.

SSX Tricky is on the Play tation 2, Game-
cube, and XBox, but you should get the P 2
version. While the Gamecube and XBox ver-
sions have light-bending and self-shadowing
effects, they are loaded with slowdown. You
can't tay fluid with ix racers on the screen
on the more powerful ystems. All of the
DVD content can't fit on the Gamecube' 1.5
GB di es, so the character video have been
compres ed. And the large 'making of' sec- .
tion that is on the Play tation 2 ha been

reduced to one video on the other con ole .
The XBox ontroller only ha two top buttons,
o Electronic Art had to remove tricks from

it. Definitely not what I wanted.

ExtremeG3
PubJi hed by Acclaim
Play tation and intendo Gamecube

49.95

The Extreme G serie began with a
futuristic bike racing game similar to
Wipeout, which debuted on Play ta-
tion. Extreme G 2 tried its be t to be

e en better, but the 64 couldn t handle the
graphic and was plagued with slowdown.
The phy ics engine was pretty lousy and hit-
ting a wall at high speeds would automatically
flip you around. Acclaim went back to the
drawing board, and they have produced an
excellent racer in Extreme G 3. .

Unlike Gland G 2, the bike have the
ame stat , so your character choice is a mat-

ter of taste. There are 10 cour es, separated
into four leagues. You earn cash for placing in
seventh or higher, and you can use it to buy
upgrade for your bike.

The Gamecube controller is perfect for this
game. The A button accelerates, while X and
Y act as support for boosting and weapons.
The B button gives a rear view and the shoul-
der buttons act as side air brakes, The slippery
Play tation 2 analog sticks don't have as
much grip as the Gamecube sticks, so turning
and leaning is a little more difficult on the
PlayStation 2.

G 3 concentrates more on racing than
weapons. There are no more weapon pick-
ups along the track, and you can't destroy all
of your opponents like in G 2. Instead, you
need to make fewer mistakes than your
opponents. You must navigate turns correct-
ly and lean into hills and inclines for more
wheel grip. And because using your boost
costs shield energy, you must avoid taking
damage.

The computer AI treats everyone equally.
It's no longer you versus team CPU, but a
twelve-bike free-for-all with one or two bikes
controlled by humans. Computer bikes shoot
at each other; boost ahead, bump into walls,
and miss important shortcuts. In other words,
they act like humans would, and it's about
time a game did that.

The weapons have been toned down so the
game concentrates more on racing than fight-
ing. Those who' liked the explosive aspects of
Extreme G will be disappointed. The heat
seekers always hit their marks, but are weaker
than the straight-ahead rockets. The rear
blasters have no range, and the micro mines
seem to be the only overwhelming weapon.

The game has multiplayer options. The
arcade mode is entertaining but deceptive,
since the game is about racing. You can
choose a cooperative career mode and play
two members of the same team if you want an
extra buddy during those really tough races.

Most racing games don't have enough
tracks. Gland G 2 had 12 tracks, so 10 tracks
don't excite me. This game really needs a
track designer, even an incredibly limited one.

The ound and graphic are impre si e.
The hadow are affected by multiple light
ource . The engine and explo ion effect are

appropri teo you approach the ound barri-
er, the reen get fuzzy. When you break it,
the reen ripple and the model tretch back.
The mu ic ha moved from trance to ome-
thing I an't de ribe.

Extreme G fans, get your Gamecubes
ready' elcome to the be t of the be 1.

Batman Vengeance
Published by Ubi Soft
PlayS/ation 2, Nintendo Gamecube and
Microsoft XBox

49.95
Rated Tfor Teen

Batman's exploits have been related,
. tranSI. ated and interpreted through

television, movies, and comics. There
have been a few Batman games, but

they couldn't capture the feeling of being the
Dark Knight. Batman Vengeance manages to
stay loyal to Batman and is the 'best Batman
game ever made. In terms of gameplay, how-
ever, it is very limited.

The storyline of Batman Vengeance emu-
lates The New Batman-Superman Adventures
series on the WB network. In this game Bat-
man rescues a woman whose son has been -
kidnapped by the Joker. At the end of a cli-
mactic battle, the Joker jumps off Gotham
Bridge. His death spurs a crime wave with
Mr. Freeze and Poison Ivy riding the crest.
Batman discovers a link connecting all of the
events, and he must stop the source before all
of Gotham is destroyed.

Batman Vengeance lets you act Just like
Batman would. Throw a batarang to disarm
gun-wielding maniacs, or sneak along walls
and batcuff them from behind. The combat
system is simple, yet highly effective. You
can punch, kick, block, or use special attacks
to pummel evildoers. Other enemies won't
approach if Batman is in a one-on-one battle,
which makes 3-on-1 matches a lot easier. The
grappling hook lets him move only on specific
surfaces that are marked for grappling, which
really limits where you can go.

Limited movement is the game's major
problem. Batman Vengeance is a 19-stage lin-
ear action game. I had hoped to travel around
Gotham City finding clues to the next area,
solving side mysteries, or scouting neighbor-
hoods and stopping common thieves, but Bat-
man Vengeance directs me along a specific
path, and the stages boil down to "beat

. badguy, open door, beat badguy." The Bat-
plane and Batmobile stages are welcome
changes, but they're not enough.

The graphics need a bit of explanation.
The art deco style mixes the dark, eel-shaded
cartoon with the 3-D aspects of video games.
It is truly a compromise between the two
styles. Gamers will find the textures too plain,
while cartoon fans will resent the 3-D. Every-
thing looks like the cartoon would if it were in
3-D. Batman has an overly square jaw, Joker
has inverted eyes (black outside, white
pupils), and Gotham City has a red sky. The
game is very dark, though the brightness
adjustment helps some. However, the shading
on some textures looks downright ugly. The
PlayStation 2 version suffers from framerate
problems, while the Gamecube and XBox ver-

Game Guide, Page 7

Batman soars through Gotham skies with his trusty batrope.
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ions run at a stable framerate.
The game's voice acting is traight from the

cartoon. Kevin Conroy is Batman, ark Hamill
is still the Joker, and Tara Reid play Batgir1.
The music creates a very dark atmosphere and
isn't meant to be on a top 10 ongs list.

Batman Vengeance isn't on my top ten
video game list, but it i a great achie ement
that compromise nicely between an action
video game and the beauty of the licen e on
which it is based.

Super Smash Bros. Melee
Published by Nintendo
Nintendo Gamecube
$49.99
Rated Tfor Teen

Super Smash Bros. Melee is the prod-
uct of intendo's evolution of the
N64 fighting game Super Smash Bros.
Nintendo's major icons duke it out to

see who's the best brawler of 'em all. Melee's
many gaming options and standout graphics
make it the best Gamecube game yet.

The Gamecube controller is well-equipped
for this game. However, the Z button, which
grabs, is awkwardly placed above the R but-
ton. That's more of a controller fault than a
game defect. However, the buttons can't be
reconfigured.

The damage system is very different from
that of other fighting games. Instead of dam-
age reducing health, damage makes you fly
farther when struck. To KO an opponent, you
must knock him out of the arena.

The roster for Melee has 25 entries, includ-
ing Ness, Captain Falcon, Bowser, and Peach,
Princess Zelda, and the Ice Climbers. Eleven of
the characters are hidden and must be unlocked.
While some of these characters are actually new
and require new gameplay strategies, others are
very slight modifications of others.

Melee has several new offensive moves.
You can charge up your smash attacks, you
can control the direction of your throws, and
your character has an extra-special attack.
Super Smash. Bros. Melee stresses more
defense than its predecessor with extra defen-
sive moves, such as sidesteps, parries, and
mid-air evasions.

The one-player mode has been expanded
considerably. Classic mode is just like the
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Pulling a high flying stall on the cruise ship level of THPS3.

one-player mode of the original game, but lent. Many of the songs have been remixed
with random matches. The adventure mode from their previous versions. Most of the
emulates the games from which the characters familiar voices are back from the earlier
originated. The Home Run Contest tests how game.
far you can knock Sandbag and the Multi- Two weeks after the Gamecube's launch I
Man. Melee tests your endurance against the looked for extra controllers, which seemed to
fighting wire frame team. be sold out. One of my friends pointed out the

With so much variety, one-player mode is most likely reason: everyone bought the
never boring. You can choose any character in Gamecube with three extra controllers, and
one of five costumes and battle it out in preordered Super Smash Brothers Melee.
almost 30 arenas. You can set the number of
lives, grab coins from your opponent, or try to
earn bonus points. Special rules make the 1bn IT k pOlIO ter
fighters invisible, small, giant, or extra slow. Y 11aW ro JJllJa
There's even a 64-player tournament.

Melee has over 300 trophies to be found or
earned. Some are familiar 2D figures while
others will only be recognizable to Japanese
importers. The trophies are highly detailed,
and I couldn't count any polygons, despite the
great zoom-in feature.

The graphics are top-notch. Characters are
fleshed out in extra detail. I loved the concen-
tric screens effect in the Pokemon Stadium,
and the eel- hading abuse on the Poke Floats.
Not all is perfect, though. The cape effects are
average, and some of the backgrounds are
low-resolution and blurry. The water textures
are too small and too repetitive.

Melee's music and sounds are also excel-

BOOK REVIEW

Making the Most of College
Students Speak Their Minds, Confirm the Obvious
By Izzat Jarudi
STAFF WRITER

Written by Richard Light
Published by Harvard University Press
$24.95''A s a professor of statistics at Harvard,

Richard Light spent a decade
researching what makes college an
academically and personally suc-

cessful time for some students but not oth-
ers. He interviewed over 1600 Harvard
undergraduates and visited 90 other campus-
es to ensure that the results at his college
could be generalized to virtually any under-
graduate experience. After all that time and
effort, he reaches some pretty obvious con-
clusions in his book, Making the Most of
College. For' example, he concludes that stu-

. dents are more enthusiastic about learning in
courses that have some relevance to their
personal lives or interests outside the class-
room, instead of just fulfilling a graduation
requirement.

Yet his study's findings still have value
because they make sure that students, admin-
istrators, and professors know and believe
what is obvious often in hindsight only. For
example, another finding that Light stresses
after hearing it stressed over and over again in
his personal interviews is that students learn
more when they collaborate on challenging
homework. Now that seems obvious to MIT
students because it is such a common and
effective way to cope with the heavy work-
load here; however, I am not sure I would
have worked together with my classmates as
much, if at all, had it not been repeatedly
encouraged by nearly every profe sor I have
encountered at MIT.

Light makes a similar point when he
reflects back upon his undergraduate year
and describes a very different atmo phere:
'When I was in college years ago, nearly
every professor announced that I should do
homework alone. Discussing problem sets or

essay assignments with other students, I was
told would be considered cheating." Atti-
tudes among professors and students have
drastically changed over the years. What was
obvious back then - that homework, even if
difficult, is 'meant to be done alone - is no
longer what is obvious today: that difficult
homework is meant to be done in groups.

By suggesting how to accelerate that evo-
lution in other areas like academic advising,
Light's book is aimed not only at educating
students but also at convincing those profes-
sors and administrators whose views and
practices still need to change if undergradu-
ate education is to continue to improve. For
example, building on the finding that a sig-
nificant amount of academic learning hap-
pens as part of dorm life and extracurricular
activities, professors can better engage their
students if they supplement a rigorous cur-
riculum with connections to their students'
personal lives, values and experiences. On
the other hand, administrators can realize the
positive potential of diversity if they also
treat dorms as another center of education
besides the classroom and encourage stu-
dents of different backgrounds to learn from
each other by living together.

By supporting these recommendations
with concrete examples and anecdotes from
student interviews that fill up half the book,
Light avoids the traps which other college
guides fall into with seemingly good advice
that is too vague to implement. Sometimes the
interview excerpt are so long and numerous
that it is hard to tell whether it is him or a stu-
dent that is giving the advice. s a professor
and academic advisor himself, Light also
offers practical suggestions to others in his
position by outlining the methods that have
worked with his tudents.

lthough it is a credit to a genre that is
generally trite and vague, Light book till
has its shortcomings be ide an awkward
writing style that overuses stock phra es and
sentence fragments in attempts at emphasis.

Published by Activision
PlayStation, PlayStation 2, Nintendo Game-
cube
$49.99
Rated Tfor Teen

InTony Hawk's Pro Skater you need to
complete objectives to reach the compe-
titions. This game is about stringing
together a series of tricks on the obsta-

cles placed throughout a stage. Every trick
performed increases the score multiplier, and
if you can keep it up, you can earn a huge
score.

Beating the competition clears the way for
even more stages. When you catch some air

The most important to an MIT reader is that
despite Light's conviction that "these
answers apply to most campuses across
America, including many that are very dif-
ferent from my own," many of his study's
findings only seem to generalize to other lib-
eral arts colleges.

Perhaps the most blatant example is writ-
ing. According to Light, interviews with 365
Harvard undergraduates suggest that the
more writing ther is in a course, the more
time the student spends on it and the harder
and more interesting he finds it to be. ow, it
is plausible that at MIT HASS courses are
often the most difficult for students. Good
writing is a struggle for everyone from Eng-
lish majors at Harvard to Course 6 majors at
MIT; however, it is hard-to believe that MIT
students find HASS classes to be more
"engaging" with respect to time or interest
than science and-engineering classes. Indeed,
it seems it would take another decade-long
tudy to convince people of the counterintu-

itive claim that writing shares the same trea-
\ sured place in the hearts of Harvard and MIT

students.
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you can grab and kick your board. Grind a rail
or lip a ramp for some serious points. With a
full meter you can perform special tricks that
net mega points.

The locations vary. You can go to Canada,
suburbia, and a cruise ship, where you have to
impress the seven eversoft babes. In every
stage you have to find the letters S-K-A-T-E,
the secret tape, and 5 tat points to increa e
your skills. There are high scores to beat and
objectives that are specific to every stage.

You can skate with one of ten pro skater
(Tony Hawk being the most obvious one), or
you can make your own character. There are
a ton of customization options, so two cus-
tom skaters will never look the same. You
can modify their hair, height, shirt, pants, tat-
toos, and shoes, as well as most of their col-
ors. Give them a name, an age, and a cool
place of birth (Mars). Even their tric scan
be edited.

In addition to customized characters, you
can make your own stages. Add ramp , rails,
pools of lava, loop-de-loops, a diving board,
and anything else you can think of. This is a
big bonus over other skating games, in which
cour e creators are still unheard of.

Tony Hawk features some hidden extras.
You can unlock secret videos by finding all of
the secret tapes for one custom character and
all of the professional characters. You can
also unlock modes that change the camera
angle, change the physics, and unlock two
secret characters. Earn more bonuses by fin-
ishing all of the objectives multiple times.

In multiplayer mode, you can go for
basic point contests and graffiti mode. To
tag a section of the stage you have do a trick
on it. Your opponent can tag it if he per-
forms a trick that is worth more points that
the trick you used to tag. While Sony's offi-
cial internet adapters haven't been released
yet, Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 3 supports sev-
eral third party adapters for multiplayer
capabilities.

Too bad the graphics aren't up to par. The
models are a bit skimpy, and the animation is
a little too bland. The shadows are always
underneath the boarder, even in a well-lit
house with multiple light sources. Tony
Hawk's Pro Skater 3 isn't pushing any graphi-
cal envelopes. Sound quality depends on your
tastes. There aren't many sound effects, and
the voices are a little cheesy. As for music: if
you like punk and rap, then rock on.

Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 3 wanted to be a
skateboarding game, and that's what it is.

othing more, and nothing less.

-

Ad Design
Workshop

1/31 • 5:00-7:30. 4-237

Refreshments at the door
Dinner afterwards
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FoxTrot by Bill Amend

ERE '(oU 60,
BUDDY. NOW

IT'S 'SAfE..

THAT'S coNSIDERA 1£
of YoU.
I

WHATCHA 001 ~?
J

I SAW GlUI CY
cHE G oN IT AND

WAS WoRRlED seor
THE GERMS.

STE ILIZI ~
P IGE'S

TooTHBRUSH.
TliANl<S.

THIS ONE GRoUP of HUNICY 80'1<;
K£PT Tl<YI ~ To PICK NicoLE AND
ME UP THE WHoLE.. TIME!

LET ME END M'(

'SToRIES WHERE I
WANT To, oKAY?

D~

oUR 5 oW BALRoG WouLD BE
It. LoT MORE IMPRtSSlVE IF

IT DIDN'T l<EEP M£L TI G.
-,

A?PAllENTL '(, ouR TWERP'(
LITTLE BRoTHER MIGHT
HAVE To GET BRACE'S.

I

woW. THAT'D
BE AWfUL. NO

I KIOOIIII(,.

WoULD AN'(olllE ELSE
CARE FoR SOME FRES\-iLY

GRATED PARMESAN?

CH, MAN,
WOUlON'T
JASoN

LovE
THAT?

I

WHERE Do You WANT
ME To 'SOlOER THE

voLUME KNoB?
<,

IN SERIES WITH
THE AMPLIFIER
CIRCUiT, SILL '(.

HA HA, EILEEN! NOW
YoU'LL WANT To 1055

ME E'IEN LESS!,
IS THIS oNE of THoSE

"NE(,ATlVE 11IlfllllfN' MINUS
oNE" QOESTIONS?

I

IF JASoN GETS BRACES,
HOW WILL HE BREAIC

THE NEWS To HIS LITTLE
SWEETHEART EILEEN?

lJn'
WITH HIS

USUAL
CHARM, •

I'M SURE.. m' -------(

/
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Dilbert® by Scott Adams
~
~ ~~ ..
~ WAS

YOUR
CLASS?

!

~
o
o

t-_S_A_L_E_S_T_R_A_I_N_I_N_G_--4!

A TRAI ED SALES- 8
PERSON CAN SELL !
ANYTHING TO ANYONE. I

I WI L PROVE IT BY
SEL ING THIS ROAD-
KILL TO ONE OF
YOU FOR A THOUSAND
DOL ARS.

I GOT
A HAT!

SALES TRAINING ~
t-----------t~ A GOOD SALE IS LIKE

@ A GOOD WEDGIE: YOUR! VICTIM SHOULDN'Ti SEE IT COMING.

~ FOR THIS NEXT
~ DEMONSTRATION
~ I~ NEED A VOLUNTEER

WHO CAN'T SEE WHAT'S
COMING.

DON'T ACT LIKE
YOU'RE SELLING
SOMETHING.

~ WHAT
OUR PRODUCTS ARE :0' DID YOU
ONLY FOR THOSE
WHO DARE TO BE ~ JUST
GREAT! MAKE THE CALL ME?
CUSTOMER EXPLAIN
WHY HE IS WORTHY.

~

f1.~ ! ) :
. - \,1 :f! 0

'--......~ .... ~__i'"-__ ......-=;"t;;W,, 11o;;;, ~::;;........,j

~I-------------tci
@

!
i

SALES TRAINING
YOU HEARD
ME, GOOBER.
NOW BEG
FOR OUR .
PRODUCT.

~

NEVER SELL TO YOUR
CUSTOMER. MAKE
YOUR CUSTOMER SELL
TO yOU.
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DILBERT THE SALES GUY YOU
MIGHT
CHANGE
YOUR
MI D.

"--

DON'T
TALK TO
ME EVERY
DAY.

DID YOU KNOW THAT
IF YOU CROSS "SALES"
WITH "TALK" YOU GET
"STALK"?

TMSPuzzles@aol.com

G) 2 3 4 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 ACROSS 36 Inferior DOWN 30 Teapot part
Donations to 37 "Thou not,.." 1 Bestow upon 31 Main artery- 14 the poor 39 Rapid 2 Hawaiian porch 32 Some guard

N 17 5 Contemplate 40 Eyes, in poems 3 Short skirts dogs

N 9 Barely sufficient 41 Sebaceous cyst 4 Informal 33 Taxing agcy.

20 14 Mournful cry 42 Dull pains language 35 Cpl. aspirant

:I 15 Large wading 43 Shoshone 5 Champagne 37 Pretentiously

D. 23 bird 44 Wild swine cocktail stylish

CO 16 Gabby or 47 Clan identifiers 6 WWII menace 38 Towel word,... Woody 49 Raise 7 Sediment 42 Advanced in

t 17 Writer Quindlen 54 Moo juice 8 Winter hours in years

~
a 18 Shed 55 Made unhappy NYC 44 Went on foot

19 Speak 56 Practical joke 9 Sure winner 45 Type of

c: 36 pompously 58 Assistant 10 Christmas song collision

0 .2 40 20 Slicker 59 Baseball team 11 Iranian religious 46 Most senior.....
22 Metrical unit 60 Door hardware leader 48 Smattering

~

.a
0 43 23 Strong distaste 61 God of love 12 Profit figure 50 Open to bribery

CI) 24 Set of three 62 Tiny particle 13 Half a fly? 51 Writer Loos

fI) 47 related works 63 Administered 21 Six-sided figure 52 Mortise's

fI) 27 Low-range medicine 22 Robert or David counterpart
54 woodwind 64 Transmitted 24 Utensil 53 Swellinge 29 Peggy or Spike 65 Turner of 25 Gaggle of 55 Beget

56 57 30 Hawkins of Hollywood honkers 56 Advanced deg.
Dogpatch 26 "The Winding 57 "Road to

(.) 60 34 Spanish article Stair" poet 58 DOE's

63 35 Entreaty 28 Bias opponent

i I5PIT
ON YOUR
PACK-
AGING!

DILBERT THE SALES GUY ~~---------to8
!~
~

IT'S OVERPRICED,
HARD TO USE. fULL
OF BUGS AND IT
SOLVES NO PROBLEM.

UM .
MOM .I WOULDN'T BUY

THIS ~!"!!l WITH
YOUR MONEY.

~ YOU MUST
HAVE A LOT
OF CLOUT
IN YOUR
COMPANY.

SHUT UP
AND BUY
SOME-
THING.

DILBERT THE SALES GUY

HERE'S MY CARD. NONE
Of THE INfORMATION
IS CORRECT.

WHY DON'T
YOU GET
NEW ONES?

THAT
COSTS
MONEY.

lAP Events
Ad Design Workshop
1/31 • 5:00 - 7:30 • 4-237

Open House
2/3 • 2:00 - 5:00 • W20-483

Refreshments at the door
.Dinner afterwards

Food will be served
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Events Calendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the IT community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information, and The Tech shall not be held liable for any loss-
es, including, but not limited o, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
Contact information for all e en s is available from the Events Calendar web page.

Visit and add events to Events Calendar online at htfp:/ /e vents. mit. edu

Wednesday, January 23 health issues. Free. Room: N42 Demo Center. Sponsor: Information Systems.
2:00 p.m, - 4:00 p.m. - MIT Sawyer Seminars:
Modem Times, Rural Places. "We are Not in This Together". In western North
America during the late nineteenth century, railroads, operating in conjunction with
nation states, created rural places. These railroads were the epitome of late nine-
teenth-eentury modernity, and so, in a sense, the rural West was born modern. The
farmers of the West, who are still often portrayed as refugees from the island com-
munities that the railroads and modernity smashed, I see as foot soldiers of the
army of the modern. The railroads, the farmers, and the federal state were all part
of this advancing, if often wildly dysfunctional, army of the modern. The rural West
that they created was an ordered place conforming, at least partially, to the capa-
bilities of machines and the measurements of engineers. The political and social
disorder that existed in the western Canada and the United States was, however,
intimately connected with this new order. Free. Room: Building E51 Room 095
(Basement). Sponsor: STS.
2:00 p.m, - 3:30 p.m, - Seminar: "Bringing New Eyes into the Problem: Develep-
ing and Applying Advanced Instrumentation for Air Pollution". Faculty Candidate:
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering (Energy Transport). Free. Room: 1-150. Sponsor:
Mechanical Engineering Dept., Sloan Automotive Laboratory.

12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m - Summer Camp Briefing. n overvie of resources to help
identify and select day camp and summer enrichment programs for children. Free.
Room: 16-151. Sponsor: Family Resource Center.
12:00 p.m. - 1.00 p.m. - FileMaker Pro Quick Start. This class introduces users
to the RleMaker environment and its functions using an existing database as a
model. Free. Room: N42 Demo Center. Sponsor: Information Systems.
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m, - Support Staff Forum. Report to the Support Staff from
members of the orking Group on Support Staff Issues. Question' and Answer peri-
od to follow. Free. Room: 66-110. Sponsor: Working Group on Support Staff
Issues.
12'1.0 p.m, -1.:00 p.m, - Physical Oceanography Sack Lunch Seminar. Free.
Room: 54-915. Sponsor: Physical Oceanography.
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m, - Draper Lab Tour. We will begin ith an introduction to the
Draper Laboratory its history, and major projects. We will then visit several areas
of the Laboratory and see some of its project activities. Restricted to U.S. citizens
or Green Card holders. free, but limited to 35 participants. Room: Draper Lab
Reception Lobby. Sponsor: AeroAstro.
2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m, - Seminar: "Thermal Phenomena in Superlattices and
Nanowires". Faculty Candidate in the Dept. of Mechanical Engineering (PhD Candi-
date at University of California, Berkeley). Free. Room: 1-150. Sponsor: Mechanical
Engineering Dept., Sloan Automotive Laboratory.
3:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. - Industry Open House. Come learn about the different roles
that you can play in some ofthe hottest industries. Meet senior level company rep-
resentatives who will share industry trends and what it takes to be successful in
their industries. Participants: Automotive, General Motors; Government, Interna-
tional Broadcasting Bureau; Financial, Mellon Bank; Computer, Intel; Medical Tech-
nologies, Guidant; Entrepreneur, Sitara Networks. Sessions will run twice, 3 p.m.
and 4:30 p.m. Bring your questions and your resumes! Free. Room: 4-145, 4-149,
4-153, 4-159, 4-231. Sponsor: Freshman Alumni Summer Internship Program.
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. - Renaissance Dancing. There are many forms of Renais-
sance Dancing that we practice. From Italian balli to courtly' pavans to English coun-
try. We dance them all with flair and fun. Dress is common street clothing. No
experience necessary' instruction is provided. Free. Room: W20 (Sala or 407 or
491). Sponsor: Society for Creative Anachronism.
8:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m. -IFILM Film Seminar. Free. Room: 4-237. Sponsor: Gradu-
ate Student Council, International Rim Club.
8:00p.m. - Saxophone Quartet of the United States Marine Band. Virtuoso
ensemble from Washington, DC specializes in contemporary repertoire and per-
forms in uniform. Program includes the Boston premieres of Quartet for Saxo-
phones by MIT Lecturer Curtis Kneeland Hughes and a work by Israeli/Boston com-
poser Lior Navok. Also, arrangements of works by Duke Ellington and bluegrass
standards. Free. Room: Killian Hall. Sponsor: Music and Theater Arts Section.

. Thursday, January 24

10:00 a.m. -11.:30 a.m. - Extravehicular Activity. "Working in a Vacuum: Extrave-
hicular Activity." lAP Event. This lecture will deal with preparations for working out-
side a space vehicle and with operational considerations necessary for successful
EVA.The lecture will be illustrated with examples from Hubble Space Telescope
repair and refurbishment missions and with Space Station construction missions.
Part of the Lecture Series on Human Spaceflight Operations. Free. Sponsor:
AeroAstro.
:12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. - Alternative Keyboards and Pointing Devices. The Adap-
tive Computing Lab holds a large inventory of alternative keyboards and pointing
devices, often helpful for those with Repetitive Strain Injuries. For this event, we'll
be displaying our keyboards and mice for all to see and try out. Free. Room: 11-
103. Sponsor: Information Systems, ATIC Lab.
:12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m, -Web Publisher User Group. The purpose of the Web Pub-
lishers User Group is to: provide a forum for information and support among its
members help members improve their knowledge of electronic publishing, and their
expertise in its technology and standards further MIT's business goals of educa-
tion, research by the appropriate use of electronic information. Free. Room: N42
Demo Center. Sponsor: Information Systems.
2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. - Beyond Star Trek Fiction: The Future of Medicine. Since
astronauts onlong-duration missions will not be able to return quickly to Earth,
new methods of remote medical diagnosis and treatment will be necessary. In the
worst case, medical procedures may have to be performed by a non-physician
astronaut. The ultimate goal will be to develop a smart, integrated medical system
to assist in delivering quality health care. Possible technologies needed include
space surgery techniques, medication manufacturing capabilities, routine health
monitoring systems, robotic medical assistance, and automated systems and
devices to aid in decision making, training, and diagnosis. New technologies will
have immediate benefits to medical care on Earth. Free. Room: E25-119. Sponsor:
HST. VaNTH Student Leadership Council.
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. - New Ventures and Venture Capital: Dealing With the Cur-
rent Environment. Panel presentation by leading experts from the entrepreneurial
community. $15 for members, $20 non-members in advance; $20 members, $25
non-members at the door. Room: Kresge Auditorium. Sponsor: MIT Enterprise
Forum, Inc.
8:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m. -IFILM Film Seminar. Free. Room: 4-237. Sponsor: Gradu-
ate Student Council, International Rim Club.

Friday, January 25

:12:00 p.m. -1:00 p.m. - Orientation to Computing at MIT. This seminar provides
basic, non-technical information about the MIT computing environment. Topics
include: help resources operating systems supported software and recommended
hardware the campus network security telephones and voice mail computer-related

Saturday, January 26

6:00 p.m. - LSC Science Fiction Marathon. "XMen", "Galaxy Quest", "Gattaca",
"Iron", "Total Recall", plus shorts. See http://lsc.mit.edu for movie times. $6.
Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
8:00 p.m. -11.:00 p.m. - Patrol. Shoot your friends! Travel to strange, new class-
rooms; meet interesting, unusual people; and kill them. A team game of shoot-em-
up; guns provided. Free. Room: Building 36, First Aoor. Sponsor: Assassins' Guild,
MIT.

Monday, January 28

10:30 a.m, - 9:00 p.m. - Independent Media Forum on the Western Hemisphere.
Progressive writers, journalists, film-makers, activists, and publishers will give pre-
sentations, conduct workshops, and try to answer your questions about the histo-
ries, cultures, economics, and politics of the Western Hemisphere. Free. Room:
MIT Student Center / 10-250. Sponsor: MIT Western Hemisphere Project. MIT
Humanities Library, MIT Press Bookstore.
:12:00 p.m, - 1.:00 p.m. - WinPartners. The WinPartners is a group of Windows
workstation users and administrators who have banded together to support each
other in the use of Windows. WinPartners share their experiences, ask and answer
questions, solve problems, discuss hot topics, and warn each other of pitfalls. Any
Windows user at any level of expertise and experience is welcome to join the group
and attend meetings. Free. Room: N42 Demo Center. Sponsor: Information Sys-
tems.
6:30 p.m. - War, Terrorism, and the Media. Why let sleeping dogs lie when you
can get a newspaper to do it? Taking up where Mark Twain left off, David Barsami-.
an (Alternative Radio), Mike Albert (Z Magazine), and Linda Pinkow (WMBR News
Department) will discuss what we should keep in mind when we look at the mass
media's coverage of war and terrorism. Free. Room: MIT 10-250. Sponsor: MIT
Western Hemisphere Project. MIT Humanities Library; MIT Press Bookstore.

Tuesday, January 29

:12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. - Overview of Purchasing on the Web. This demo inte-
grates all aspects of using SAPweb for purchasing including requisitioning external
vendors, internal providers and preferred partners. In this session we will introduce
the SAPweb requisitioning form, the new online catalogs and purchasing proce-

. dures for buying from preferred partner vendors, including Office Depot, VWR,BOC
Gases and NECX.We will demonstrate how the new online ordering system inter-
faces with SAPweb and we will talk about how this new process differs from the
ECATpurchasing process. Free. Room: N42 Demo Center. Sponsor: Information
Systems. _
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. - Film and discussion: "Land of the Free, Home of the
Brav~.·Terrorism was not introduced to the USA on September 11,2001. We will
show and discuss "All Power To The People" (90 mins.), director Lee Lew-Lee's
take on the civil-rights defeats and victories of the 1960s - as seen through US
government documents, rare news footage, and interviews with ex-activists and
federal agents. If you've never heard of "counter-terrorism" or "COINTELPRO," then
you simply must come to this event! Free. Light refreshments provided. Room: 3-
133, MIT. Sponsor: MIT Western Hemisphere Project.
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. - The Media and the War in Afghanistan. The Media and
the War in Afghanistan: A Panel Discussion. Free. Room: TBA. Sponsor: The Tech-
nology and Culture Forum at MIT.
7:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. - Ladies Night at The Ear: Every Tuesday is Ladies Night at
The Thirsty Ear Pub, with special Tuesday-only beverages. The Thirsty Ear Pub is
located in the Ashdown House basement. Enter through the courtyard. Hours: Mon-
day: 8 p.m. - 12 am Tuesday - Thursday: 7 p.m. - 1 am Friday: 4 p.m. - 1 am Must
be over 21. Proper 10 required. Free. Room: The Thirsty Ear Pub. Sponsor: The
Thirsty Ear Pub.
8:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m. - Slackers (Free Sneak Preview). Dave (Devon Sawa),
Sam (Jason Segel) and Jeff (Michael Maronna) are about to graduate from Holden
University with Honors in lying, cheating, and scheming. The three roommates have
proudly scammed their way through the last four years of college and now, during
the final exams, these blg-men-on-carnpus are about to be busted by the most
unlikely dude in school. When Ethan, a "geek" (Jason Schwartzman), finds out
about the three college students' scam that allows them perfect grades without
doing any homework, he blackmails Dave into helping him win the heart of Angela,
the most popular girl on campus. Except Dave finds himself falling for Angela too.
Free. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
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LGC Rush Kicks Off Friday
Independent Living Groups to Rush as a Community

Living Group Council
House Information

Epsilon Theta
2S' Saint Paul Street, Brookline

Co-ed1 Undergrad
http://web.mitedu/thetans/www/

Contact Erin Tyndall (thallata@miledu)
Call (617) 734·9211 or xl-8888 for a ride

will not be able to participate in rush during Inde-
pendent Activities Period. Bathroom renovations
have rendered the house unsuitable for house
tours and the absence during lAP of some of
WILG's members prompted the decision to forego
LGC rush events.

"We're still supporting the LGC in its rush
events," said Kristen E. Cook '04, rush co-chair for
WILG. "It's good to have [lAP ru h] all together to
give it a rush-like atmosphere."

By Jennifer DeBoer
STAFF REPORTER

The six member houses of the Living Group
Council will hold a rush separate from the Interfra-
ternity Council's spring rush, beginning Friday with
a kickoff event in Killian Court.

The kickoff> which will also take place inside
Room 4-145, marks the first of eleven days of rush
events designed to acquaint prospective indepen-
dent living group residents with the houses. These
events, as well as the subsequent bidding and
pledging processes are geared towards both under-
graduates and graduate students, since half of the
ILGs also house graduate students.

Fenway House
34 The Fenway, Boston

co-ed, undergrad & grad
http://web.mitedulfenway/www/

(ontact lisa Wu (skuld@mitedu)
Call (617) 431-1043 (or a rideDifferent mood for ILG rush

lAP rush, a week longer than Fall Rush 2001,
will be ' lower key" than the IFC's rush at the
beginning of the school year, Marcus said.

, It will be a calmer environment," Marcus
said.

Erin R. Tyndall '04, ru h chair for Epsilon
Theta, said the LGC rush will be "more laid back."

Though the LGC is using this year's new lAP
rush to establish its own separate personality from
the IFC, all the houses will still participate in the
IFC's spring rush, which will begin on Feb. 25,
though they will also host separate LGC rush
events during this time.

"This (lAP rush) is a po sibility for the LGC to
make a bigger presence," Cook said.

pika
" Chestnut Street, Cambridge

co-ed, undergrad & grad
bttp:llweb.mitedulzeldalwwwl

Contad: Sarah Gottfried (nrahrg@miledu)
Call (617) 492-6983 for a ride

LGC defining itself outside IFC
For the first time, the houses will be running rush

as a community, instead of by each respective group.
"The LGC has a different image to promote as a

whole," said Emily M. Marcus '02, LGC rush chair
and Epsilon Theta member. "[Rushing this way]
helps people to know that all the houses exist,
instead of just learning about one."

This year, the participants will be the co-educa-
tional living groups pika, Fenway House, Student
House, and Epsilon Theta; all-male Tau Epsilon Phi;
and the Women's Independent Living Group. These
houses, while still members of the IFC, held events
during fall rush together, such as the ice-skating
event held in conjunction with the CIa s of 2005.

Marcus aid the ILG houses share similar inter-
ests, prompting this year's concentration on rushing
as a community. Publicity for the rush events is
sponsored jointly by the ILGs.

WILG unable to ru b with LGC
WILG though participating in the kickoff,

Student House
III Bay State Road, Boston

co-ed, undergrad
bttp:l/web.miteduistudslV!WW1

Contact Christine Fry (dry@mitedu) or R.yan Klimaak (klimczak@mitedu)
(all (617) 247·0506 for a ride

tEp
253 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston

a1l-malt, undergrad & grad
http://xLtep.orgl

Contact Michael Handel (mim@mitedu)
(alJ (611) 2626·5090 for a ride

LGC prepares for Rush 2002
Despite the changes to conventional MIT rush

that will be implemented next year, Marcus
believe the ILGs will be affected minimally.

"All the houses are prepared for the transition
for next year," Marcus said.

Cook believe ne t year' ru h i better in some
ways, especially for freshmen. "Next year will be
virtually a year round ru h,' Cook said.

Women's Independent Uving Group
3SS Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge

all·female~ undergrad
http:/tweb.mitedu/wily)www/

Contact Kristen Cook (k_cook@mit.edu) or Sarah Nowak (sne ak@mit.edu)
(an (617) 734-541.{)405 for more information



Fiday, January 25

5:30 pm - Student House - Start off Rush the
right way with a Pancake Feast. Pancakes
galore and all the toppings you could ever
want. Breakfast and you don't even have to
sleep with us.

6:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Want some really
good pizza? Well the best way to get it is to
make your own! So come on over to ET and
amaze us all with your pizza making ski liz!

6:00 pm - Fenway House - Hey, it's the begin-
ning of rush again, and we're open for some
craziness. Come and wallow in the many
wires connecting all of our entertainment
equipment, or you can just come and watch
a movie and playa couple of rounds of
Scrabble (YAOI is a word, dammit) and Go!

6:15 pm - pika - It may be cold outside but at
pika it's hot. Come by for a hot mexican din-
ner.

6:22 pm - tEp - Come by tEp for some of Jere-
my "Squid Devil" Braun's famous chicken
wings. Empires have crumbled for want of
this delectable treat and many a famine has
been averted by its wholesome goodness.
Or just come and play with (in) the fryolator.

7:32 pm - pika -If that wasn't hot enough for
you, come eat some fire. It's the annual
pika fire eating rush event, very cool. Ever
seen someone lunge a flaming torch down
his throat? Now you can.

8:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Twister party! You
know you miss that crazy game! Or if you
don't maybe you might have fun dancing
and just hanging out.

8:36 pm - pika - Still not hot enough? We have
a fireplace. Come sit by the fire and toast
some marshmallows.

9:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - The fun continues,
Twister for all! We have lots of floor space
for specifically this purpose, and I suppose
we can use some for dancing too ...

10:00 pm - Studen House - Club Student
House with a OJ spinning until 1 AM. We're
near all the big clubs so stop by here as you
club-hop your way around Boston or stay all
night with us.

12:00 am - Student House - There's always
food at Student House! Enjo,ya random
snack after our great band.

13:00 pm - Epsilon Theta -
http://web.mit.edu/thetans/www/ More fun
than a barrel of monkeys!

Saturday, January 26

10:00 am - Fenway House - It's bright and
early in the morning, and it's time to check
the cooking skills of us Fenbeings! So
come over and see how many taste buds
you can kill with our pancakes, bacon, eggs,
and maybe even whipped cream to top it all
off!

12:00 pm - Fenway House - What's more fun
than hanging around the Fens? Come
around with the crazy fenway people and
chill out in the cold January winter. Or, if
you'd rather be warm, stay in the house and
enjoy the insanity of your fellow fen-friends.

12:00 pm - Student House - Student House
rocks! Okay, that was really bad. So come
ROCK CLIMBING with us and then help us
write our event descriptions for next year's
rush.

12:22 pm - tEp - So there's this place called
tEp. There's all of this stuff to do there.
You should come and do some of this stuff
with us. Maybe we'll even buy you food.

12:30 pm - Epsilon Theta - Crunchy lunchy
munchy tasty good! Come on over and par-
take of our winter time bounty! Soup is good
food, and grilled cheese too ;).

1:00 pm - pika - Come roll and eat your own
Sushi. Best sushi in town.

2:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - What does snow do
to tie-dye? Candles are fun incendiary
items; let us experiment! What are the
effects of snow, dye, hot wax, and Deepali
on otherwise benign crafts? mmm ... wax.

3:00 pm - Fenway House - Forget Lord of the
Rings, we have Lords of Lunar. That's pong
with 8 people! Imagine all the fun you can
have lobbing little balls that destroy your
opponents'squares! Feel the power!

3:03 pm - pika - Get your hair dyed, we have
every color under the sun, and some that
aren't.

View the Daily Confusion online at <http://web.mif.edu/Igc/rush/>

4:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - We waged our war
against that formerly boring white snow, now
we should go play in it, in the park! yay!
Come frolic in our winter wonderland.

4:00 pm - Student House - Ever wanted to fin-
ger a Coke Machine? You can finger ours.
Come over and find out how!

5:00 pm - Fenway House - It's Anime night.
Come over and watch some anime that your
fellow fenbeings love. Anything from Go, to
Kamikaze Kaitou Jeanne, and if you're lucky,
you might even see some YAOI! Oh, the
shounen-ai goodness! Come and check it
out!

5:30 pm - Student House - Dinner? But I just
ate dinner! Here at Student House, we
have dinner every 24 hours! Tonight it's an
international feast. Come sample tastes
from around the world made by our very own
members.

6:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - We played in the
snow all day long, and now are all hungry!
Join us for a comforting home cooked meal.
Turkey and stuffing and all the other yummy-
ness. You know you wanna.

6:15 pm - pika - Dinner Eating.

7:42 pm - pika - Shatter what? Come play with
liquid nitrogen. It's not just for ice cream
anymore.

8:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Join the lovely
denizens of ET as they relax by the fire and
play lots of silly games. Pinochle anyone?

8:00 pm - Fenway House - Don't you love the
smell of sweat with the beat of music?
Yeah, let's play Dance Dance Revolution
and Samba de Amigo. Bring your own
deodorant.

9:22 pm - tEp - One fish, twenty-two fish, red
fish, purple fish, tEp fish, we got any kind of
fish you want. Be hep to the groove at Beat-
nik Doctor Seuss. We'll wear sunglasses at
night and read kids' books to each other.

10:00 pm - Student House - We've got 12 gui-
tars, a drum set, a piano, and other random
instruments. Perhaps we'll throw together a
stud band. We'll play your requests (or
maybe just what we know).

11:22 pm - tEp - If you're still here (or even if
you aren't) you can concoct one of our
nefarious schemes that always seem to end
with the words" And I would have gotten
away with it too, if it weren't for you med-
dling kids!"

Sunday, January 27

10:00 am - Fenway House - Hey, it's the
beginning of the new week, but remember,
every week is YAOIweek! Your Allowances
and Only Incentives (yeah, right)! Come
over to Fenway, please please please!

12:00 pm - Fenway House - More goodness.
We're horrible at planning. Check out our
house books and stare at all the funny peo-
ple! Hee heel

12:00 pm - Student House - Winter + Ice +
Random Jolly Bostonians = Skating at Frog
Pond!! Meet at the house and we'll lead
you over to Boston Commons for a fun time.

12:22 pm - tEp - At the crack of dawn, wake
up all 22 of your senses with Coffee Hour.
There will be bagels, donuts, donut holes,
orange juice, coffee, tea, and a test of each
one of those senses.

12:30 pm - Epsil!)n Theta - Breakfast is the
most important meal of the day! so come
eat breakfast for lunch with us :)

1:00 pm - pika - Fun in the snow. Sledding,
snow candy and anything else you ever
wanted to do in the snow.

1:30 pm - Epsilon Theta - After a healthy
lunch, lets go burn off some calories snow
tubing! Come to the house and we'll take
you somewhere to play in the snow.

2:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Hmm ... What shall
we do with the rest of this winter day? I
know! Lets get off our lazy butts and go
wander around Chinatown!

2:00 pm - Fenway House - Lunch

3:14 pm - pika - Have you ever wanted to eat
MIT? Now you can. Build MIT out of ginger-
bread and munch away.

3:44 pm - pika - Have you ever wanted to eat
Chuck Vest? You can make him out of gin-
gerbread too.

4:00 pm - Fenway House - Come for tea with

your favorite tea experts, Margaret and
Andy! If you're lucky, you might escape with-
out having to read a Jane Austen novel!

4:00 pm - Student House - Relive the good 01'
days of Sanskrit. learn Turkish or Man-
darin. We speak over 20+ languages here
at Student House.

4:34 pm - Epsilon Theta - Did you know that
.5% of all American marriages are between
first cousins? Neither did I; see the fun
things you can learn if you stay awake in
class. Oh wait, it's lAP! Lets rock and roll all
night and sleep all day!

5:30 pm - Student House - Mmmmmm ... raw
fish! We'll teach you how to roll your own
sushi for dinner. We'll have an alternative
dinner if sushi isn't your thing.

6:00 pm - Fenway House - Iron Chef Fenway!
Come and battle for dominance, go up
against your chosen Fenbeing, and duke it
out in the kitchen! Chairman Kaga and
William Shatner not included.

6:15 pm - pika - We like dinner. We think you'll
like it too. We like it so much, we have it
every night.

7:30 pm - Student House - Student House Cin-
emas! That's right, we're going to watch
some movies! Eat popcorn, see a movie,
and you don't have to worry about your feet
sticking to the floor!

Monday, January 28

All day - Fenway House - everyday is anime
day! Come and watch Skuld cram Gravita-
tion, CLAMP, Higuri You, and Hikaru no Go
down the throats of her fellow fenbeings!
Enjoy the moaning and groaning that ensues
as our youngest member wreaks havoc
upon the house! Bring a hardhat just in
case!

2:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Mmmm ... cookies
fresh from the oven. Come over and we'll
help you bake your favorite kinds.

2:00 pm - Student House - We have a British
guy. Come watch him spell "color" with a u.

3:00 pm - Student House - We have an 8-bit
Nintendo. We have a Playstation 2. We
have any game system you could desire in
between. Challenge the house members to
a game of Dr. Mario or Tony Hawk.

4:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Though Ivy has been
defeated, the soul still burns! Meet your
destiny in the Pit! Come over to ET and join
us for more video games than you can pos-
sibly imagine!

4:44 pm - tEp - What would a bunch of burly
frat boys do after a long day of painting,
scraping, sanding, and carpenting? We real-
ly don't know, but we'll be gorging ourselves
on spicy chickens and our own special blend
of sawdust and shellac fumes.

5:19 pm - Epsilon Theta - dO yOu 7hiNk U'r3
1337? cOm3 Ov3r & prOOv3 yOur g@m3ing
skillz! Or for those of you who are too lazy to
parse that, come over and show us what
you're made of! In terms of silly old school
video games that is.

5:30 pm - Student House - Bienvenidos a Stu-
dent House! It's Mexican Monday. We'll
have a taco bar, guacamole, and virgin mar-
garitas.

6:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Mmmmm ... The
sweet taste fried chicken. It's not campus
food, it's good! Come over and join us for
some :).

6:15 pm - pika - Come have tea (that's dinner
in England). We promise it won't be dodgy.

6:30 pm - Student House - Come see how
Studs relax. We'll have drinks, billiards,
movies, and whatever else you want to do
to chill out. Stay as long as you like.

7 :00 pm - Epsilon Theta - There once was a
guy named Russell/ Who was kind of a puz-
zle/ He liked duck tape a loti And so much
that he got/ Carrying it took all of his mus-
cle! To avoid further bad poetry, come on
over and make a fully functional particle
accelerator out of duct tape, books and a
spoon.

7 :37 pm - pika - You are cordially invited to
join us for tea, crumpets, and a lesson in
British speak (with five real live resident
British natives.)

8:39 pm - pika - Stop taking the piss from that
bloke, just bung it in and you'll see what a
nice chap he really is!

9:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Well it looks like

THE TECH P GE

some stuff for that particle accelerator was
missing, but boy did we make some crazy
stuff. Come over to ET to see the smoking
hole that was our couch while we all read
bedtime stories.

10:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Ever notice how
every time you try and recite a book you
read as a kid, it always sounds like some
bad drug trip? Well come over to ET, and
find out just how many of your childhood
authors- really did sound like they were on
drugs!

10:22 pm - tEp - Regular as clockwork, every
monday night the garden gnomes of tEp
journey to the magical, mystical market of
stars, returning with a bounty of cheeses,
crackers, fruits, vegetables, and chocolates.
Come drink hot cocoa with us and marvel at
the horn of plenty (cornu copia, if you will)
which our wrinkly companions have provid-
ed.

Tuesday, January 29

All day - Fenway House - Want more YAOI?
Still haven't had your fill of FAKE, Kizuna, or
Ai no Kusabi? Come to Fenway where what
you want to watch is on 24/7 and we never
go to sleep! Why, because we don't have
class yet, yes, better waste those wee little
hours in the morning in front of the telly
while we still can!

All Day - Student House - Come play mindless
games all day. We've got Set, Egyptian Rat
Screw, Chess, endless video games, and we
can probably scrounge up others. Forget
about the impending doom of spring term!
Be carefree with us!

12:00 prn - Epsilon Theta - Join us at our
happy yellow house for a delicious and nutri-
tious lunch. It will be super tasty!

2:00 pm - late - Epsilon Theta - Classic Thetan
theater! Remember all those movies you
always meant to watch, but never got the
chance to? Use lAP to it's fullest and come
on over and see all sorts of movies like
Blues Brothers, The Princess Bride and
many many more!

4:44 pm - tEp - Nothin' says lovin' like our
own homemade burrrrrrritos. Come indulge
your desire for tubular, hand-held meals with
us.

5:30 pm - Student House - DIIIIIIIIIIlNEEEEER-
RRRRRRR!!!!!! Dim Sum at Student House.
We're closer than Chinatown.

6:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Let's take a break
from our movies to eat! Come on over to
Chez Epsilon Theta to enjoy our sumptuous
repast with us.

6:15 pm - pika - Dinner. Try it, you'll like it!

7:23 pm - pika - pick a card, any card. we like
cards you like cards, come play with cards.

7:30 pm - Student House - Come chill with us.
There's always something fun going on
here.

7:36 pm - pika - all types of cards. even some
magic cards.

7:49 pm - pika - use our cards, bring your own
cards, credit cards accepted.

8:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - S'mores are so very
very tasty. Let's have a few dozen :). We'll
be enjoying the fireside warmth while roast-
ing marshmallows :). Come on over, we
have more sugar than anyone person could
possibly eat.

10:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Movie Night is still
going strong, and we're about to switch gen-
res! Really weird movies! Old School
movies! Bad movies! Come over and help us
pick which to watch next!

12:04 am - Epsilon Theta - Ever wonder if the
color you think is red, is really red? For all
you know, it could be some bizarre shade of
green ... Just thought I'd mess with your
head a little :)

Wednesday, January 30

All day - Fenway House - We're not dead yet,
really!! We're still alive and kicking. Come
to Fenway, play pool, come to Sasuga and
Tokyo Kid, dancing around in circles, and
chop off the highest tree in the fens with a
herring! Herrings provided!

1:11 pm - Student House - We have a Morgue,
Inferno, Dragon's Lair, and Shaft (shut yo'
mouth). Take a house tour and find out
what this means.

3:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Yay, lets all watch
Sat. morning cartoons! The good ones,
none of this pokemon nonsense. Join us to
rediscover how bad little kid shows really
are.

4:44 pm - tEp - Ya know that Norman Rockwell
painting with the family and the dinner table
and the meatloaf and potatoes and string-
beans? Well, join us tonight for our stilted
rendition of this quaint meal, without the lit-
tle sister, or the paternal authority figure, or

Because WILG is undergoing renovations during lAp, WILG is not participating in lAP rusn. We will be at the kickoff event, so if you're interested in rushing WILG or
would like more information, look for us there or e-mail wilgrushchairs@hotmail.com. WILG will be participating in spring rush which begins Febuary 25. Stop by then

for cheesecake and a capella, snowtubing, outlet mall shopping, and chocolate!
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the table, and with less paint.

5:30 pm - Student House - Are you a vegan?
Ever wanted to pretend to be one? It's our
"Vegan Is Not a Dirty Word" dinner. Enjoy
tofu in ways you've never imagined and all
the vegetables you could ever desire.

6:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Join us for dinner
but don't eat too much, cause right after-'
wards, we're gonna have a dessert party!

6:15 pm - pika - Dinner. Mange Mange!

7:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Desserts. Games.
(teas). Desserts and games :). If you've
been going through sugar withdrawal, this
would be a good time to visit £T. We'll fix
you right up.

7:30 pm - Student House - Anyone up for a
movie? Let's go to the theater! We have a
theater less than 10 minutes from the
house.

7:51 pm - pika - Come be creative, relive
those kindergarten days. Make sock pup-
pets and paint t-shirts. Punk rock, grunge
rock, classic rock or no kind of rock at all.

8:09 pm - pika - Fox in socks carrying rocks
and clocks going tick tax all together in a
box. And don't forget the lox.

9:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - The magic sugar
fairy told me to walk to the end of the of the
rainbow so i would be safe from the clowns
who want to eat me .... Help us determine if
massive quantities of sugar really do make
you hallucinate.

Thursday, January 31

All day - Fenway House - Fenway House kick-
off! What does that mean? We have no
idea either. Heck, it's Thursday, there's
gotta be something good on. We won't
mention the Y-word (you can if you want to),"
but come over to Fenway and sit on our
amoeba. You just might never leave again.

2:00 pm - 6:00 pm - Epsilon Theta -Improv
games. Help us all make fools of ourselves
in a variety of improv games. For those who
don't like making a fool of themselves, they
can help me with the puzzle. Funfunfun!

3:00 pm - Student House - Our Sysco doesn't
sing the "Thong Song." Come find out
where we hide Sysco. Take a house tour!

4:44 pm - tEp -The chefs at tEp keep on
churning out meal after meal after meal like
so many robotic arms attached to video
cameras, wielding knives with which they

DAILY Co
slice and dice and make julienne fries. This
evening the robotic servants are presenting
their human overlords some sort of Chinese
meal. Come and revel in the servitudinal
feast before the impending revolution.

5:30 pm - Student House - Curry out the
wazoo! Yummy home-made Indian food.
Marvel at our culinary skills!

6:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Dinner. It's good
and good for you. Come join us for a big 'ole
pasta buffet. There'll be all kinds of noodles
and sauces and of course garlic bread.

6:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - We challenge you to
build an interstellar warship out of friendly
plastic. No idea what friendly plastic is?
Come experience it first hand! Or journey
with us to see the 6.270 finals! Lets cheer
on those crazy robots, you know you want
to.

6:15 pm - pika - Surprise! It's Dinner again.

7:03 pm - pika - What's it like to live at pika?
come sit in the murph in a cushion filled
bathtub. play with power tools. climb to the
tree house or on the roof. ride a bike. fix a
bike. bake some cookies. or just come and
sleep. sleep is good too.

7:30 pm - Student House - Chill with us some
more.

8:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - We did improv all
day, now lets do some "reat" acting. Join us
for a play reading; it could be Shakespeare,
it could be Python: you help us pick! Or
come over and construct something out of
femo: it's colorful, it's malleable, and glows
in the dark!

Friday, February i

all day - Fenway House - Hey, it's a new
month! What's so special about February?
Not much, but by this time, Skuld will be
sure to have more anime and mangel Read
Xl Discuss the historical merits of Ludwig II,
and laugh at K in Gravitation! We're all
crazy here, so we're going to make you
crazy too. Do come over.

12:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - It's noon! That
means it's time to eat lunch. They're cheap,
They're easy, but you know you miss them;
come over and have hotdogs and fries! The
way to start the day off right. Tofu dogs for
the vegetarians :).

1:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - It's time to watch
some ani me! We'll be showing a few anime
movies, and hopefully you'll help keep Erin

THE

away from the Sailormoon movies ...

3:11 pm - Epsilon Theta - Nihon no mono wa
totemo omosirol desu ne? manga ya anime
ya igo ga arimasu yo. ET ni ikimasen ka?
<Japanese stuff is fun. We have stuff like
anime and manga. Come on over>.

4:00 pm - Fenway House -Improv? Why not.
We probably suck more than you do, some
come on over and help us out.

4:44 pm - tEp - I've never really understood
the difference between fajitas and burritos.
Come teach me a thing or two, after having
a bellyful of whichever one you didn't have
on tuesday.

6:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - This evening we
shall be teaching you to roll your own sushi.
Come enjoy the sushi that results, or at
least the sushi rice. We'll also have a selec-
tion of tea and weird Japanese snack foods
for you to try.

6:00 pm - Fenway House - Dinner

6:15 pm - pika - Have dinner with us yet
again. It never gets boring.

7:48 pm - pika - We'll driver over to Haavard
Square, park in the yaad and eat some ice
cream while we're at it.

8:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Help us finish our
Japanese snacks before they finish us! Oh
no! That cookie just ate Dave!

8:00 pm - Fenway House - Farscape or maybe
some old Trek episodes that have Spack
and Kirk fighting to the death ...

10:00 pm - Fenway House - More Games and
stuff

Saturday, February 2

all day - Fenway House -It's the weekend!
What better do you have to do than come
over to Fenway, and sit around! Stare at the
wonderful pictures in the GMC, drool over
our murals, wonder at the total amazing-
ness of Fenway in general! We will dazzle
your eyes (we are not responsible for any
bodily injury to rush participants) with our
Fenwaynessl Er... that is ...anybody up for a
game of Go?

10:00 pm - Fenway House - Hang out. Tarot
readings and AOL CD skeet shoot.

12:00 pm - Fenway House - Lunch ...with a dif-
ference

1:11 pm - Epsilon Theta - Sleep is for the

weak, luckily it's now the weekend :).

2:00 pm - Fenway House - Liquid Nitrogen Ice
Cream

5:00 pm - Fenway House - Dinner of DOOM!

Sunday, February 3

all day - Fenway House - classes start soon!
ACk! RUN (to Fenway)! Eat our food, con-
verse with our brothers and sisters, have us
do a Tarot reading for you from the Claw
Cards! Watch as we try to get our hands on
the ever elusive X Tarot by CLAMPl CLAMP!
Watch us as Skuld tries to convert every-
body to Otaku and fails miserably! There's
always the Ah! My Goddess and Utena
movies sitting around, and who's up for
Shamanic Princess?

12:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Join us for a lunch
of chili and cornbread as we lounge about
the house in our pjs.

6:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Get ready to tailgate
with us as we prepare for our Mock the
Superbowl Party! There will be all sorts of
unhealthy tailgating food, so don't miss out
on your last chance to tailgate till next sea-
son!

7 :00 pm - Epsilon Theta - Mock the Super-
bowl! Or just watch it with us if you really
want to see the game :). You wouldn't want
to miss the half-time show would you?

11:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - You're missing the
Superbowl commercials?! Get over here to
catch them before it's too late. Or I suppose
you could watch the game too ...

Monday, February 4

all day - Fenway House - Sit with us in our
depression as hell (classes) begin again!
Better snatch up the fun before it goes
away! Where else can you find girls
obsessed over purple-Iipsticked bishonen!
Come over and we might even dye your hair
purple to boot! YAY!

6:00 pm - Epsilon Theta - sigh. Classes start
tomorrow ... But for tonight, there's still fun
to be had! Join us for one last dinner fol-
lowed by a night of frantic punting :). Good
luck with term everyone!

Miss out on LGC rush? Haven't found the
place for you yet? Look for us, including

WILG, during the IFC's spring rush! It starts
Monday, February 25, with a residence mid-

way plus food, games, a raffle, and prizes in La
Sala (second floor of the Student Center).

Joi"n'MIT!lsLiving Group Council for

lAP RUSH Kickoff
Friday~Jan 25th 3:00-5:30pm

Killian Court & 4-145
Undergraduate and Gra.dua.te Students WelcoDle

Snowballs or Winter Croquet
Cotton Candy &- Snow Cones
Meet members of the· LGCHouses

Have Dinner at an LGCHouse
(Vegetarian Options Available)
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We may be an investment firm, but our Ph.D.s outnumber

our MBAs.The D. E. Shaw group was founded (by a former

Columbia University computer science professor) to explore

the intersection between technology and finance. Since 1988

we've grown into a number of closely related entities with

more than US $2 billion in aggregate capital. Our strategy is to

hire smart people from a wide range of backgrounds and let

them implement-and manage-what they invent.

To be considered for an on-campus interview, please .submit

your resume and a cover letter stating your GPAand standard-

ized test scores to InterviewTRAK by February 5.

Broker-dealer activities of the D. E. Shaw group are conducted in the United States

through D. E. Shaw Securities, L.L.c., D. E. Shaw Investments, I.E, or D. E. Shaw

Valence, I.E, which are registered as broker-dealers with the United States Securities

and Exchange Commission and are members of the National Association of

Securities Dealers, Inc. Investment advisory activities are conducted through

D. E. haw & Co., I.E and D. E. Shaw & Co., 1.1. C. Technology venture activities are

conducted through D. E. Shaw Development, L.L. C.

The D. E. Shaw group does not discriminate, in matters of hiring or promotion,

on the basis of race, color, religion, gender, national origin, age, military service

eligibility, veteran status, sexual orientation, marital status, disability, or any other

protected class.

The firm currently has openings in its algorithmic trading

and technology venture busine es, including roles in trading,

oftware development, quantitative analy is, and business

development. We're looking for creative but pragmatic people:

articulate, curious, and driven. Our working environment is

intense but urpri ingly ca ual. We provide unusual opportu-

nities for growth. And we compensate extraordinary people

extraordinarily well.
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LAURA LIGrad Students Wary
Of Decrowding Plan
Some Doubt Long-Term Solution Will Come
Decrowding, from Page 1 think: it' fair to ay that the i ue

[of crowding] wa not new la t
week, ' and that using graduate
space temporarily was a po ibility,

lay aid.
Farver said that if the adminis-

tration had wanted to alleviate
undergraduate crowding, it should
have used the money it put into

immons Hall for example more
wi ely.

"Each bed Simmons cost four
times as much a each bed in id-
ney-Pacific,' she said. "It seems
that money has been put into the
undergraduate housing system, and
[decrowding] hasn't been an issue
that was prioritized. Given that, it'
not clear then why grad students
would be left holding the bag."

Because a portion of graduate
rents goes toward the graduate
reserve, a fund for improving the
system as a whole, "not only are
we losing beds, but the system is
losing money," Farver said. Under-
graduate rents, even if they were to
go toward the graduate reserve, are
lower.

Finally, students wish they had
known earlier that graduate hous-
ing was being considered seriously.
"Part of the problem with this
whole issue has been the process,"
Farver said. "February 12 is a very
short amount of time to make a
very important decision."

While she wants to await hear-
ing the graduate student perspec-
tive before giving her opinion,
Undergraduate Association Presi-
dent Jaime E. Devereaux '02 said
she doesn't like "the notion of
breaking up the community that's
been established in Ashdown."

Still, Devereaux sees "a couple
reasons why undergraduates can be
looked at in terms of [housing] pri-
ority." MIT has made a commit-
ment to house undergrads, she said.
"Also, undergraduates do not have
the same earning capacity that
graduate students do" and therefore
would have a harder time affording
off-campus housing.

lems there," said Ashdown Pre i-
dent Jennifer M. Farver G.

At the time, the housemasters
were led to believe that the A h-
down propo al involved housing
freshmen only. ubsequent com-
munications seemed to clarify that
the plan involved housing a mix of
undergraduates, not just freshmen,
Orlando said.

Clay was adamant that whatever
the final solution is, it will not
include housing only freshmen in
the graduate dormitories. "That
would be a change in policy. We
don't have freshmen dorms. We
don't have freshman sections of
dorms," Clay said.
. Clay also thought that the idea
of a physical barrier within a dorm
was unreasonable.

Students wary of temporary fIX

Members of the graduate com-
munity fear that what starts out as a
temporary solution for undergradu-
ate crowding will become a perma-
nent change to graduate dorms.

In terms of how MIT plans to
phase undergraduates out ofgradu-
ate housing in the three to five
years promised by Clay's report,
Orlando is hoping for "something a
little bit more definitive ... how to
make the 140 beds go back to
zero."

"It's not at all clear to use that
that number won't continue to
increase ... because as long as MIT
is drawing people away from the
FSILG system, the number of

. undergrads living on, campus is
going to increase," Farver said.

Clay explained that a long-term
solution for undergraduate crowd-
ing would involved managing
enrollment and making sure frater-
nities, sororities, and independent
living groups are able to operate at
their maximum capacity . Next
year's incoming undergraduates
would not exceed 1000, he said.

Success will be harder to ensure
for the other main component the
administration is depending on to
reduce the need for undergraduate
on-campus housing, namely
strengthening the FSILG system.
"We're going to try," Clay said. "It
is in our interest to do it, it's in the
FSILGs' interest."

Clay stands by the principles of
supporting FSILGs put forth in a
residence plan issued by former
Chancellor Lawrence S. Bacow
'72. Within a few weeks Dean for
Student Life Larry G. Benedict and
members of the IFC will be ready
to announce the exact dollar
amount and allocation of MIT's
pledged support.

Grad students resist plan
Graduate students oppose using

any graduate housing, whether it be
in Ashdown or the yet unoccupied
Sidney and Pacific dorm, to allevi-
ate undergraduate housing.

"There has been extensive dis-
cussion carried out by the individ-
ual graduate house governments in
the residences to bring the students
who are affected the most up to
speed on what's going on, and
there was unanimous consent
among students that 140 beds is
too much to give up," said Gradu-
ate Student Council President
Dilan A. Seneviratne. Furthermore,'
mixing undergraduate and gradu-
ate students "would work to the
detriment of both communities,"
he said.

"I don't think it's a fair solution
to use graduate beds to house
undergrads,' Farver said.

Clay recognized graduate stu-
dent opposition to using 140 of
Sidney and Pacific's 750 beds for
undergraduates. As stakeholders in
the residence system, some gradu-
ate students "think we should give
them all of what we promised, but I

Roundtable to kick off process
Representatives from the GSC

and graduate dormitories are plan-
ning a roundtable discussion with
members of the administration next
week.

The group will "look at the big
picture of the problem and the nitty
gritty details," Seneviratne said.

Among the possible ideas to be
discussed at the meeting is one to
use the graduate beds for under-
graduate seniors planning to do an
MEng, and have those students
remain in that housing as first year
graduate students. "Some people
have suggested that it would be
better to have seniors in graduate
student housing than it would to
house freshmen ... I think that's
about as far along with that idea as
we are right now," Farver said.

Clay hopes to conclude the
feedback period by Feb. 12. After a
few days of consultation with
Deans Isaac M. Colbert and Bene-
dict, among others, he will
announce the major elements of the
solution. A finalized proposal is
expected by the end of February,
and must be completed by the time
MIT describes next year's tuition
and housing situation to incoming
students, in April.

Finding ways to relieve under-
graduate crowding rose to the fore-
front after Jan. 11, when Clay
wrote in an e-mail that space would
have to be found for 140 under-
graduate crowds. While other mea-
sures such as reducing undergradu-
ate population and building more
housing, he mentioned graduate
housing as the most viable short-
term option.

"We cannot announce new resi-
dence initiatives, new student ini-
tiatives new dorms, and not
address crowding" Clay said.
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orldco, a leading proprietary equiry trading finn,
headquartered at 110 . all treet in Manhattan, ~
currently 'eeking highly intelligent, elite opportuni tic,
strategic, and analytical thinker s,
pedal individual who are predictive, consistent,

coolly di 'ciplined, persi ent, focused, intense, brilliant,
talented, lf-confid nt, intellectual, energ tic, and fast,

ggr ive, rigoro and logical miden . ME .
PhD , dual degree holders, academics, celebrated
xhclars, ch players and bridge players with trong
GP from Ivy League or other top unive iti '.
Back rounds in atisti mathemati, ien e, and

ph . ar highly d irable.

Experience in quantitative anal is, hedging, financial modeling,
computers, forecasting financial technology, pattern recognition, neural
networks, information automation, video gamin ,and eleetroni are also
advantageou .
Candidates can leverage these characters ti and experienc , hich
de cribe many of (he top traders now at Woddco, into a uccessful and
rewarding tradin career.
Qualified candidat s will learn the fundamental. of consistent, profitable
trading from trading guru" who will 'hare their experte and trading
genius in this fertil arena. Throu h thL optimal mentoring stern, you
will use contextual arguments and pointed inquiry to unde tand the
volatility, and numeric, historical puzzle of the equity marke ,
Traders will use the rn 't sophisticated, te hnologically advanced
execution, quote, and filter systems, and high- peed internet ace ss
available. This translates into real-time live, direct and surgic I acce to
the equity markets.
World 0 provid s financial capital for trading activity. Semi-monthly
payouts are based soley on each trader' profitability. ponsorship for
•eli ' ,5, and 24 securities Ii enses. Team growth opportunities are
available, globally, for qualified, proven traders.
~ orId 0 "clearly disdoset the risk that 'Proprietary Traders' ,hare in both
the profits and 10 " of their trading activity.~ Worldco La, If-clearing
fmn and member of the , , IPC, DTC, nd ace.

Contact Infomtation:
Fax full resume with cover letter to: (212) 601-6010

or e-mail topattaudhldc.com

www.wor1dcollc.com
www.wldc.com.
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Deshpandes Donate Student Uses WebSIS Loophole
$20M to New Center 1bMake 'Hot or Not?' WebSire
D TI to Support Young Companies UPOP
By J. Helen Tang
STAFF REPORTER

20 million gift from Jai hree
De hpande and Desh Deshpande
the co-founder and chairman of

ycamore e or ,Inc., will fund
the initial pha e of the ne Desh-
pande Center for Technological
Innovation (D TI).

The center will al 0 provide ig-
nificant funding for the Undergradu-
ate Practice Opportunitie Program
(UPOP).

or 'th oung 'firm
A good portion D TJ' fund

goes to support collaboration
between T re earcher and mall
companies.

The Center wa founded upon
the realization that limited r earch
and development funds available to
young companies re trict their abili-
ty to collaborate with leading uni-
versitie ," aid Dean of the chool
of Engineering Thomas L. agnanti
at the D TI announcement ceremo-
nyon Jan. 3.

" mall companies don t have a
part [in MIT re earch] because they
don't have the cash and the chance,'
aid le ander . D'Arbeloff '49

chairman of the MIT Corporation.
'The Center will provide the e

companies with the opportunity to
collaborate with IT faculty, staff
and student on quality research of
academic interest to IT and of
potential commercial intere t to the
company" agnanti said.

ince immediate cash i not read-
ily available from young companies
other form of reward for this col-
laboration, like tock holding, are
being considered, according to
D Arbeloff.

Currently, mo t of the funding
for re earch at IT comes from
either the government or large cor-
porations.

OP teacbe real ord kill
Geared towards promoting real-

world engineering practice, the
Undergraduate Practice Opportuni-
ties Program (UPOP) bridges course
and research work with skill nece-
sary to thrive in the real world.

"The vi ion for [the Deshpande
Center] i very strongly aligned with
the chool of Engineering's mission
of 'leader hip through technical
excellence and innovation, '" ag-
nanti told Tech Talk.

'The Deshpande enter will pro-
vide much-needed funding for
research on incipient technologies
and, through UPOP, al 0 offer MIT
undergraduates the opportunity to
apply their knowledge in real-world
setting ," he said.

UPOP provides an opportunity
for sophomore in the chool of
Engineering to gain first-hand
knowledge about the economic,
legal, and busine s a pects of engi-

neering practice.
The program i only open to

ophomore becau e they need
more help finding internship , pe-
cially inthi economy aid Lora P.
Chamberlain a si tant director of
UPOP.

he culminating e perience in the
program is a urnm r internship with
one of the participating companies.

The companie [parti ipating in
POP] 100 really good, aid
eli a B. Read '04 a ophomore in

Course II echanical Engineering .
The three-pha e program consist

of a eek-long work hop ummer
intern hip and as e ment and
reflection.

In the wor hop, led by enior
faculty members from the loan

chool of anagement and the
chool of Engineering tudents par-

ticipate in interactive e erci es mir-
roring dimen ion in workplace
dynamics.

fter their ummer intern hip
'the tudent will have the opportu-
nity to receive recognition and win
prizes ba ed on their pre entation ,"
Chamberlain aid.

The fir t UPOP activity, a week-
long workshop, tarts next onday.

Fund upport leading re earch
The DCTI al 0 provide another

venue for MIT re earchers to request
funding.

Currently the envi ioned
research program will ha e two
major targets for funding, the "more
well defined ground breaking tech-
nologie ... and e citing but still
incipient idea , ' agnanti said at
the ceremony.

agnanti expects the early
re earch proposals to be centered
around bioengineering, nanotechnol-
ogy, large and complex ystems, and
information engineering.

Another component of DCTI, a
complement to the research pro-
gram promotes "direct knowledge
tran fer through technical briefmgs
and other communications to
younger companie , again, with the
[ IT] Entrepreneur hip Center,"
Magnanti said.

call for propo al will take
place this spring, with the first
research grant expected to be given
in the fall, said Catherine R. Avril,
director of communications for the

choolofEngineering.
A steering committee will work

'out the details of the center thi
spring and start the program next fall.

"Initially, the steering committee
will be composed of four members:
D' Arbeloff, Deshpande, Tom ag-
nanti, and the center director, to be
named," Avril said. 'We are hoping
to have the director named hortly."

In the future, the teering Com-
mittee will grow to include people
from the venture capital and entre-
preneur communities.

T Hot or ot?' i d finitely
not. fter only a few day in opera-
tion an T ver ion of the popular
Hot or Tot?" Web it a taken

down after it creator recei ed com-
plaints from tudent .

Anthon W. celfo '04 created
the ite, <http://hotomot.mit.edu>
whi h ran off hi per onal er er.

elfo aid that he made theite for
fun after learning that the degree
audit page on Web I featured pub-
licly available photos of tudents.

, ou could ju t view the image
in a new browser," celfo aid.
With an MIT certificate, the images
were "directly acces ible by URL."

celfo aid he stumbled across the
glit h in Web I while exploring
the recently-updated degree audit
page.

Originally celfo had a pas -
word protecting access to his serv-
er, which he e-rnailed out to
friends. However he said that the
pas word was oon sent out over
the mit-talk mailing list. "From
about 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. on the
day I took it down, there were
about 15,000 picture that were
loaded,' Scelfo said.

Once the site started receiving
heavy traffic, Scelfo said he also
began receiving feedback. 'I got a
couple e-mails, some were positive,
some were negative," Scelfo said.
After hearing some complaints
about the use of photos, he voluntar-
ily took down the site. "I didn't
want it to be as freely available as it
was," Scelfo said.

A screen capture from the Web site "MIT Hot or Not?"
<http://hotomot.mit.edu>. The site was voluntarily shut down after
some students complained.

or Not?

WebSIS altered to protect photos
Robert A. Rippcondi, director of

Student Services Information Tech-
nology (SSIT), which runs WebSIS,
said that the site brought "a vulnera-
bility in WebSIS" to SSIT's atten-
tion. Rippcondi noted that the post-
ing of student pictures to a Web site
without student permission" violates
MIT's information policy. As a
result, 'we plugged that vulnerabili-
ty," Rippcondi said.' 0 functional-
ity has changed."

Pot and Beer, from Page 1

with the housemasters, the [graduate
re ident tutors], and two or three peo-
ple from the Dean's office."

East Campus Housemasters
Julian K. Wheatley and Marjorie

clan- Wbeatley plan to release a
written statement regarding the inci-
dents next week, olan- Wheatley
said.

Fourth West GRT Solar C.
Olugebefola G declined comment, as
did A sociate Housemaster Ayida
Mthembu.

In an e-mail sent to the floor
mailing list resident Sarah W. Low

Rippcondi said SSIT did not yet
know why the photos were publicly
available. "We're actually uncover-
ing that right now," he said.

Under MIT's Student Informa-
tion Policy, which is based on the
Family Education Rights and Priva-
cy Act (FERPA) of 1974, identifica-
tion photographs are included as
"education records." The policy
states, "Students have the right to
withhold directory and other infor-
mation from public distribution.
Faculty and staff must receive per-
mission from each student to post
personal information and identifica-
tion photographs to web pages."

While the photos Scelfo used for
"MIT Hot or Not?" were publicly
available, he did not obtain permis-
sion to use them. Rippcondi said
that that MIT Stopit was dealing
with "MIT Hot or Not?" rather than
SSIT. Stopit handles cases of mis-
use of MIT's computer systems. "I
think at this point Stopit is just deal-
ing with it," Rippcondi said.

However, Scelfo said that he had

'02 wrote, "Our 'culture' is being
threatened, so we must be willing to
make sacrifices to avoid the worst
possible outcome," disbanding of the
hall.

Residents of the fifth floor of the
east parallel were put in a similar sit-
uation in 1999, after Richard A. Guy
'99 died of nitrous oxide asphyxia-
tion and two other students were
charged with drug possession.

Jon E. Gonda '02, a resident of
Fifth East at the time, said that the
administrators, including Orme-
Johnson, had decided on various
measures in response to those events,
including moving people off the hall
and repainting the hall "white or off-

You Voted: 4
:RaIilig.4.5
V(}~2
Name;

Do you know my name ?

not been contacted by anyone other
than MIT students regarding the
site, including Stopit. "I didn't hear
anything from WebSIS," Scelfo
said.

No definite plans for new site
Despite the high traffic "MIT

Hot or Not?" received, Scelfo said
be did not have any definite plans
for a site where -students could
submit their own photos. "If peo-
ple are interested, maybe," Scelfo
said. "It was really just a fun
thing."

Scelfo said that actually making
the Web site did not take long. "It
was a couple hour thing," he said.
Designing the site involved -writing
a script. to see if the photo URLs
were valid and coding the rating
system.

The original "Hot or Not?" site,
<httpt/iwww.hotomot.com>, allows
users to post pictures of themselves'
for rating on a one-to-ten scale by
other users: The results are then
continuously averaged.

Situation Reminiscent of Fifth East
white."

"The admins called a meeting to
get om input, ... but it was all lip ser-
vice. The decision had been made,"
Gonda said. "What really pissed us
off was that they said, 'This is for
your own good.' They were trying to
destroy om support structure.

"Ultimately they backed down
from splitting the hall up ... the only
people who left were the people
directly involved," Gonda said.

He added, "I don't think you can
really compare the two situations."
The situation on Fifth East was "the
result of a long chain of events,"
while the current events "seem more
of a spot incident," Gonda said.

Not the greatest at sports?
Write about them instead!

Join the sports department at The
Tech, and learn about all the fun

you're missing out OD••••

)'j) "---

email
join@tt.mit.edo
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what is atic ?

adaptive
technology

for

information
and

computing

open house
wednesday,january 16,2002
11- 2 pm
room 11-103

come see a demo or tryout ...
• scanning and reading software

.• braille' translation
• learning disability tools
• screen reading software
• magnification software

learn about ...
web and information technology accessibility

more info: atic@mit.edu or 253-7808

Nobel Peace Prize Lecture .
. Landmines: Problems & Prospects

Featuring the Nobel Peace Prize-winning group Physicians for .
Human Rights.
Fri Jan 25, 1 p.m., Room 3-133

Sweatshop Labor & MIT
A Look at MIT-licensed clothing
MIT Professors discuss labor abuses and MIT's factories.
Fri Feb 1, 1 p.m., Room 3-133
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Keil Helped MIT toBe Drop Posters May Be Replaced
Sea Gra t University High-Tech Alternative Sought fo wbb 7 Information Display

By Christine Fry drop po ters i to project informa- pecial achievement at IT.
STAFF REPORTER tion on the wall of the lobby. orne The logic behind thi arrange-

much a the reopened ky- of the audience memb r oiced ment i that tudents rushing
light and newly- hined floor have concern about eliminating drop through in the morning on the way
changed the look of Lobby ,the po ter entirely. to cIa s could check the time and
po ible absen e of drop po ters "Mo t people are wal ing what they can do after class. In the
might be the bigge t change of all through very quickly. Drop po ter evening, when people are returning
for MIT students. are particularly effective becau e to We t Campu dormitorie or

The Lobby 7 project group held you can ee them all the way aero home, they could find out about
a forum la t Thur day to di cuss [the lobby],' said Lecture erie event within the next few days
new way of pre enting information Committee (L C) member P. lex and even some history about the
without the u e of traditional drop Rolfe G. chool.
po ters. embers of the restoration "There something nice about Reiter i not certain how these
group are concerned about the pre- the static nature that you can top a peets of time are to be manifested.
entation of information becau e and look at when it catche your However, he stre sed that the group

much of MIT' community and visi- eye," said Emmi L. nyder admin- want to use technology developed
tor pas through Lobby 7 on a reg- istrative a si tant for the Graduate at IT to display the time and
ular basi . Student Council. information, "somehow mixing 20th

"[Lobby 7 i ] the front door of Reiter aid he would also like to and 21st century technology. '
IT "said ellington "Duke" find a better way to organize the "There are ~ays of displaying

Reiter, profe or of the practice of paper posters in Lobby 7. information in [Lobby 7] that I think.
architecture and advi er to the pro- 'It' amazing, the tyranny of 8.5 are in harmony with MIT s goals," ,
ject group. "I think everything we by 11 piece of paper on this cam- aid David Fixler, the lead re tora-
put in Lobby 7 should be very pus" Reiter aid. He added that he tion architect from the Einhorn Yaf-
streamlined and contemporary." is confident that a olution will be fee Prescott firm.

Reiter said he would like to find found. "There must be an MIT
a high-tech replacement for drop answer to this," he said.
po ter . The project group empha-
ized the inappropriate nature of

drop po ter in such a hi tori cal
pace. "They're not respectful of the

space, quite frankly, ' said project
group member Gayle M. Gallagher.

The railings are meant to be
tran parent. It's as if you put a brick
wall there. You can't see out of
[drop posters]," Reiter said.

However, Reiter said he would
like the new technology to still
allow students to display informa-
tion creatively. "What I like about
drop posters is people made them,'
Reiter said.

Alfred Keil, from Page 1

D.C. in 1959, and was the first
technical director for the entire
organization from 1963 to 1966.
During this period, he made e ten-
sive contributions to improving the
structural integrity and survivabili-
ty of naval vessels.

Keil came to MIT in 1966 as
head of the Department of aval
Architecture and Marine Engineer-
ing, now the Department of Ocean
Engineering, the olde t academic
department of it kind in the coun-
try. Under hi leadership, the depart-
ment added a graduate degree pro-
gram in ocean engineering in 1967
and launched a joint-degree program
with Woods Hole Oceanographic
In titution in 1969.

ot long after his arrival at MIT,
Congress pas ed the ational ea
Grant College and Program Act. Rec-
ognizing the opportunity for MIT to
benefit from participation in thi new
marine program, Keil succeeded in
obtaining the fu t grant awarded by
the new national program. His leader-
hip led to the establishment of the

MIT ea Grant Program in 1970, of
which he wa the fir t director. In
December 1976, MIT became the
first private university in the nation to

be declared a ea Grant College.
Following hi term a dean of

engineering, Keil w named a Ford
Professor of Engineering. In that role,
he urged engineer to be concerned
with the ocial impact of their activi-
ties which he termed 'the wi er use
of cience and technology."

Among his awards and honors are
two avy eritorious and Distin-
'guished Civilian ervice wards the
Coa t Guard's eritorious Public

ervice ward the Gibbs Brother
Gold edal ward from the ational

cademy of cience the Gold
edal Award of the American oci-

ety of aval Engineers, the Lockheed
Award for arine cience and Engi-
neering, and the Officers Cross of the
Order of erit of the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany.

Keil i survived by hi wife,
Ur ula (Leppelt) of Brookline; two
son, Juergen of Westerly, R.I.,
executive director of the aval
Undersea Warfare Center, and
Michael of Bammengal, Germany;
and two granddaughters, Kri ten
Keil and Erika Keil, both of Bo ton.
A memorial ervice for Keil will be
held at the MIT Chapel on onday,
Feb. 25, from 4 to 5 p.m. recep-
tion will follow in the Emma Roger
Room (10-340).

presents

The 17th Annual Tau Beta Pi

Engineer"ng Design
Contest

ere: Room 4-163

hen: 9:30 am to 3:30 pm on Tue day January 29th, 2002

hv. 3000 in scholar hip and 500 in cash prizes will be
awarded to the top three teams. Breakfast, lunch, and refreshments
will be provided for everyone. The top team will advance to the
Eastern Division Design Conte 1.

This contest is organized by TBP as a service to the MIT community. It is intended to
promote extracurricular interaction between undergraduate students and faculty
members who serve as judges. Freshmen and sophomores of all majors are invited
to form groups of three or four members to participate in the design competition. The
design contest is centered around an open-ended engineering problem, drawing on the
strengths of Mlrs freshmen and sophomores. The judging of the competition will be
focused on the creativity of the solution and the skill of the presentation.

Registration is required for participation, and limited, so sign up as soon as possible!

Information and Registration at
http://web.mit.edu/tbp/designcontesU

OW!
$25 Student Rush w/valid 10 at the Box Office. Cash only.

Subject to Availability, 1 hr before show, Not valid Sat. Eve.

EXTENDED!
JANUARY 29·
FEBRUARY 17

ONLY!

ROBERT CHELSEAfOXWORTH ALTMAN

prQvQURN
\ direetedby DA IELSULLIVAN

ROGERLl
Daniel Goodman plays in the eighth "Participatory Piano Recital" on Sunday, January 20, in Kil-
lian Hall. The concert was sponsored by MIT Hillel to benefit the homeless and hungry.

Displaying the passage of time
The project group presented a

computer-designed model that dis-
played one possible way to inform
the public of current events at MIT
as well as commemorate monu-
mental discoveries and events that
have occurred at MIT. In the,
model, each pedestal in the four
comers of the lobby represented a
different aspect of time. The two
pedestals on the infinite corridor
side of the lobby would display the
current time and date and events
occurring that day. The two
pedestals on the Massachusetts
Avenue side of the lobby would
display coming events and perhaps

Timeline, budget indefinite
Because a definite plan for the

furnishing of Lobby 7 has not yet
been made, Gallagher said she is
reluctant to set a deadline for the
new technology to be in place.

"We're not talking timelines. We
want to do it right," Gallagher said.

The source of funding will also
remain indefinite until a finalized
plan for Lobby 7 is established.
Gallagher said that the funding
will most likely come from donors,
with the Institute providing the
remainder.

"There's a commitment to do it,"
Gallagher said.

The next Lobby 7 forum will
take place on Wednesday, Jan. 23 at
noon in La Sala de Puerto-Rico.

CHALLENGE

udience members oppo e plan
One pos ible way to replace

TICKETMASTER (617) 931 ..2787/www.ticketmaster.com
Broadway in Boston (617) 880-2400. Groups (617) 482-8616. www.broadwayinboston.com

THE WILBUR THEATRE 246 Tremont St., Boston l' :::~

www.proofontour.com
-"''IlI:l:'

first annual all-MIT

CRIBBAGE
THISSaturday, 1:00,

refreshments
& prizes

re2i~ter at the door
or e-mail
plosky@alum.mit.edu

open to all
members of the
MIT community

Student Center

sponsored by the
Office of Residence Life

and Student Life Pro2rams
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Multiple Charges of Fraud Brought Against Venezia
phia. to the Army that he would be need-

The civil complaint also ing full-tuition reimbur ement
describes a mortgage Venezia ha because he was not receiving and
on a 100,000 Charleston condo- would not accept any other scholar-
minium. The government asserts ship "contributions, awards, or pay-
that an attorney claiming to repre- ments." Army pecial Agent Vin-
sent Venezia telephoned A three cent A. De alvo submitted a sworn
times between 1994 and 1996, each affidavit that, in reality, Venezia
time asking the A A to "delete any already knew by this point that he
reference to him as being deceased" had been awarded two merit schol-
in the records A A submitted to the ar hips from BU.
national credit bureaus. A A Because he did not disclose
reportedly refused each time, but these to the Army, his tuition bill
Venezia was able to obtain his was overpaid by 17,000, causing
mortgage anyway. BU to issue Venezia a refund of that

As yet, the ca e has had one amount, which De alvo alleges
hearing before U.S. District Judge Venezia pocketed .:The particular
Morris E. La ker. At this "ex parte" crime at issue in the criminal com-
proceeding known as such because plaint is that of making a false state-
Venezia was not present, nor had he ment to the Army, which carries a
yet been informed of the complaint, penalty of up to five years in prison.
the Judge denied the government's Sultan, Venezia's criminal
request to freeze Venezia's assets, attorney, said the issue in the crim-
which had been based on all ega- inal case is not whether Venezia
tions that Venezia attempted to hide illegally took the 17,000. "If
evidence when federal investigators someone sent him that money then
first interviewed him in December. maybe he should be required to

Venezia has not yet filed an give it back," Sultan said, "But to
answer to the government's com- call someone a criminal for that is
plaint. He did not return repeated like trying to slay a flea with a
calls seeking comment, nor did the bazooka.".
attorney representing him in the The "certification" that he
case. required full-tuition reimbursement

that Venezia is alleged to have
issued was actually one sentence in
a complicated forty-page document,

ultan said.
The question a jury will have to

decide, Sultan said, is "Did he
knowingly, intentionally, and will-
fully sign a statement which he
knew to be false?" Sultan added
that, "Lots of people sign federal
forms all the time," and sometimes
make mistakes, but that doesn't
make them criminals.

Venezia was released from
prison on Jan. 15 for $10,000 cash
bail following a hearing before a
criminal judge magistrate. Another
hearing is scheduled for this after-
noon, when the government will
have to demon trate probable cause
for the case to continue. Sultan
expects the government to success-
fully pass this "very low bar."

Assuming this likely outcome,
prosecutors will have 30 days in
which to bring an indictment, Sul-
tan said.

Fake Death, from Page 1

IT mailed a letter of condo-
lence, along with a form to submit
with a death certificate or newspa-
per obituary clipping to discharge
the debt. Only the form was
returned. It appear in the bursar'
file exhibit filled out by "Mike
Venezia", who identified himself
thi time as David Venezia' broth-
er. The date of death was listed as
July 1, 19 9.

ext to Mike Venezia's signa-
ture i a note "we are very proud of
David's accomplishments and we
would like to have a continued
[unreadable] with MIT. Thank you!
Sincerely!"

'It appears student bas not died'
Prosecutors allege the phone call

and form were fakes. MIT adminis-
trators were suspicious at the time,
due to the omission of a death cer-
tificate or obituary clipping. After
further requests for a death certifi-
cate went unanswered, the bursar's
office log indicates that MIT used
the TRW (now Equifax) credit-
reporting service to investigate
Venezia in January 1991.

The credit check found a similar
delinquent account at Brandeis Uni-
versity, with Venezia's debt being
paid off from "payroll deductions."

After reporting this discovery,
the log then says, "It appears stu-
dent has not died."

MIT sent the account to a col-
lection agency, and two years later
received a $3562.50 personal check
on a Quincy Savings Bank account
in the name of "David M. Venezia",
including a florid signature.

Carlene Chisom-Freeman, Asso-
ciate Director of Student Financial
Services, categorized her office's
actions as following standard pro-
cedure. In the event that the bur-
sar's office were unable to secure a
death certificate for a reportedly
deceased debtor, "We would do
what we did, which is to keep col-
lecting," she said.

Members of the bursar's office
declined to comment on the
specifics of Venezia's case or
whether they had encountered other

questionable student deaths, citing
pri acy laws.

It wa not immediately clear
how the bur ar' office file, which
includes Venezia's ocial ecurity
number, became part of a public
court filing by the federal pro ecu-
tors. ssi tant U .. Attorney

uzanne E. Durrell the signed
author of the civil complaint, aid
her office only learned of the MIT-
Venezia correspondence in Decem-
ber 2001, when the ca e was
referred along with the documents
.by the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion Office of the Inspector Gener-
al. The Inspector General's repre-
sentative Roger Murphy and
Chisom-Freeman of the MIT bur-
sar's office both declined to com-
ment on the existence or timing of
any communication or cooperation
between their offices. .

While he apparently took pains
to appear dead to the bursar's
office, Venezia seem to have kept
up connections to MIT in other
ways. He is listed as a new member
of the MIT Club of Boston in that
group's February 1996 newsletter.
His online Alumni etwork Ser-
vices information was last updated
on . ovember 9, 2001:

Dept. of Education not informed
Despite the fact that by January'

1991 MIT and Brandeis both
believed him to have faked his
death to escape debt, Venezia was
subsequently able to discharge his
$23,000 in federally guaranteed stu-
dent loans at the expense of the
Department of Education by sub-
mitting a falsified death certificate
to his bank in June 1991, prosecu-
tors allege.

Under the system known as the
Family Federal Education Loan
Program, Venezia had reportedly
obtained his student loans from a
Boston bank, with the American
Student Assistance Corp. (ASA)
serving as the "guarantor" of the
loans.

The U.S. Department ofEduca-
tion, in tum, had promised to cover
any losses by ASA. In the event of
a debtor's death, ASA was to com-
pensate the bank that issued the
loan, and the Department of Edu-

cation was to then compen ate
A.
According to the civil com-

plaint, the Boston bank that is ued
Venezia' tudent loan received a
Ma achu etts death certificate for
Venezia in June 1991 causing them
to give up on recovering the loans
and reque t reimbursement. A a
re ult, A paid the bank 23,000,
and the Department of Education
sub equentIy paid A A the same
amount, plus interest in late 1991
and early 1992.

The death certificate listed the
cause as a motorcycle accident and
the date of death as ay 25, 1991,
almost two years after the date
given to MIT.

This alleged falsification and
erroneou federal reimbursement
was apparently not discovered until
fall 2001, when the Department of
Education Office of the Inspector
General compared the Venezia cer-
tificate submitted in 1991 with the'
official Massachusetts death certifi-
cate of the same number, which the
complaint as erts was actually
issued for an Erin 0' eill who died
September 23, 1991.

Both certificates were attached
as exhibits to the government's
civil complaint, but The Tech was
not immediately able to examine
either document.

The civil complaint requests
with various legal tools, among
them separate accusations of false
claims, fraud, unjust enrichment,
and payment by mistake, that
Venezia be required to pay back
the money he allegedly cheated out
of the federal government. The
prosecutors further asked the court
to make Venezia pay triple dam-
ages, plus a $10,000 penalty for
each false statement he is found to
have made.

It is not clear that Venezia
would have any problem paying
back his student loans today, over a
decade after the alleged frauds took
place. Prosecutors claim he owns a
26-foot boat, a Cadillac, and possi-
bly a Jaguar. In addition to his Park
Service job, he reportedly runs
three modeling businesses with
operations in Boston, Miami, ew
York, Los Angeles, and Philadel-

Civil complaint followed arre t
When prosecutors filed their

civil complaint on Jan. 11, Venezia
had already spent two days in jail
following his arrest on a separate
criminal complaint filed Jan. 9.
That complaint, which is not yet
publicly available, accuses Venezia
of criminally defrauding an Army
scholarship program in 1997.
While the civil complaint seeks
repayment of money Venezia
allegedly received through this
fraud, the criminal case could put
Venezia in jail.

According to the criminal com-
plaint, while Venezia was
employed by the Army's atick
Labs in 1996, he applied for a full-
tuition scholarship under the
Army's Professional Development
Program to obtain a Masters in
Business Administration from
Boston University.

As pari of the scholarship appli-
cation Venezia allegedly certified

AARON D, MIHALIK-THE TECH

Joseph C. Stark '03 and Philip J. Butler '04 begin construction on a catapult in the East Campus courtyard Tuesday. The catapult - a trebuchet - will use a 350lb
counterweight and 5 meter arm to launch projectiles up to 50 meters, according to their calculations.
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eed a S mmer Internship?

Tau Be aPi
Presents

Career Fair 2002
February 8. 2002
Roc ell Cage
10 - 3P 1

Liv·ng the Legacy of
artin Luther King, Jr.

Exp 0 -ng h past and changing· he future
The Martin Luther King, Jr. Presidential Planning Committee presents

three evenings of dinner, video and discussion. Join us for a screening
of three of the "Eyes on the Prize" video series about the American Civil

Rights Movement.

Tuesday, January 22
"Awakenings (1954-1956)"
Emmett nll.~Rosa Parb.~MartlnLutber KIng, Jr. In

ississippi, one courageous Black man stands up to racial injustice.
In Montgomery, Alabama, Mrs. Parks and a young Rev. King spark. a year-
long boycott by thousands to desegregate city buses. Ordinary people
play. extraordinary roles in the burgeoning movement for civil and

human rights. All sessions are
6:00- 8:00 pm

14E-310
Dinner provided

Wednesday, January 23
"No Easy Walk (1961-1963)"
GeorgJa•••AJabama....the March on Washington.
This episode deplcts three major Movements. In Albany, GA, the
Movemenfs nonviolen tactics are tested. In Bilmingham, Alabama
in 1963. children join the civil rights struggle and protestors face vio\ent
opposllion. In 1963, the March on Washington reveals broad support
for the civ'l rights movement.

Thursday, January 24
"Two Societies (l965-1968)"
"Two Societe$" reveals the divisions that existed between
African Americans and Whites in America's cities, where
African Americans had gained little from the southern freedom
movement by e late '60s. In Chicago, we see the southam
civil rights movemenfs attempt to bring the nonviolent movement
north. Or. King and his Southem Christian Leadership Conference
(SCLC) led protest marches through White suburbs, where its
tionviolent methods were sorely tested.

MIT Washington Summer
Internship Program

lAP Information Sessions

Wednesday, January 16
11 am -12 pm 2-136

Thursday, January 24
1-2 pm 2-136

Friday, February 1
3-4 pm 2-136

MIT Undergraduates!

pply your scientific and technical training to public policy issues. If you're elected to participate in this program you'll receive a paid policy
intern hip in the offices of government agencie , the private sector and advocacy groups. Complementing the summer internship are a trip to
DC during spring break and a 12 unit HASS eminar on po~cymaking that meets before and after the summer internship.

Pa t ummer interns have worked in the White House Office of Science & Technology, the Office of the First Lady, the House of Representatives
cience Committee, the U Department of Commerce, the U Department of Energy, the American Electronics Association, the American

ociation for the dvancement of cience A the American A sociation for World Health, the American Enterprise Institute, the American
Public Health sociation the arch of Dime , the Center for Democracy and Technology, the Heritage Foundation, the Congressional Research

ervice, the Brooking In titution, the Economic Policy Institute, the ational Academy of Sciences, the ational Institutes of Health, the Climate
In titute and the MIT a hington Office,

APPLICATION DEADLINE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 2002
For more information call 253-3649 end email to Iguanatw mit.edu, or check out our web site at

http://web.mit.edu/ ummerwa b/www/

join@the-tech.mit.edu

Solution to
Crossword

from page 9

o.~contact
.... at

611-494-0330 ext 403
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Housemaster Sought
For New Grad Donn
By Jeffrey Greenbaum
STAFF REPORTER

With the new graduate dormitory
at 70 Pacific Street cheduled to open
on time grad students are currently in
the proce s of selecting the dormito-
ry's housemaster.

The Housemaster Search Com-
mittee recently narrowed their list
down to two potential candidates.
The committee members will soon
inform Dean for Student Life Larry
G. Benedict and Dean for Graduate
Students 'Isaac M. Colbert of their
recommendations,

In selecting a housemaster, the
committee members seek someone
who can serve as an advocate for the
dormitory's residents, someone who
will want to directly interact with the
residents, and someone who can help
foster a community for the dormitory.

"The housemaster needs to pro-
vide input on behalf of the students
who do not yet live in the building,"
said Housemaster Search Committee
member and Ashdown House resi-
dent Jennifer M. Farver G.

Housemaster's role defined
Farver said the committee mem-

bers want a housemaster who realizes
that he or she must play an active role
in building the dormitory's communi-
ty by establishing a house govern-
ment.

This "is a unique challenge, espe-
cially given that the dorm is so
large," Farver said. Sidney and Pacif-
ic is expected to house 750 residents.

In addition, since graduate dormi-
tories do not have have graduate resi-
dent tutors, the housemaster must
encourage a house government to
playa key role in organizing the dor-
mitory's events.

Housemasters for graduate stu-
dent dormitories also serve as advo-
cates for their dormitory's residents
since "graduate students often fmd
themselves with few advocates on
campus," Farver said. The Sidney
and Pacific housemaster will serve an
important role in the current debate
over keeping graduate beds for grad-

uate students ver u decrowding
undergraduates Farver aid.

Although the po ibility of hous-
ing undergraduates in idney and
Pacific has yet to be resolved, "that is
clearly an is ue we would need to
discus during the interviews," Bene-
dict aid.

Finally, the housemaster will er-
vice a mentor for the dormitory's
residents by helping them individual-
ly with academic or per onal issue .
The committee members have
searched for prominent researchers,
and both of the finalists are senior
members of the faculty with di tin-
guished careers, Farver said. Both
candidates also demonstrate an inter-
est in student life issues he added.

Committee sets agenda
The committee members are also

in the process of selecting an associ-
ate housemaster for the dormitory.
They are searching for an associate
housemaster due to the dormitory's
large size. After these two selections
are made, a founder's group will be
formed.

In addition, the dormitory's rent
has not yet been established. An
intern, at the Sloan School of Man-
agement will conduct a rent study on
all of the residence halls and write a
report to help establish the dormito-
ry's rent, Benedict said.

Construction progress continues
The Graduate Student Council

recently ordered furniture for the dor-
mitory.

Construction workers have
begun installing the dormitory's
windows and roofing is ninety per-
cent complete. By the end of the
month, the contractor hopes to
begin working on the building's
interior, as elevator installation has
recently begun,

Sidney and Pacific is projected to
house 750 students in mostly singles
and about 70 doubles. Committee
members still need to determine the
fraction of beds that Will be available
for continuing graduate students.

Start a
snowball fight!!!

London:
Paris:
Madrid:
Dublin:

$539
-$659
$619
$699

Jamaica:
Cancon:
Bahamas:
Miami:

$499
$489
$559
$309

Prices include airfare, accommodatioR and other features. Other destinations
availalile. Space is limited. Call far details. RestrictioRS all'ly.

-'BmTRAVEL I
65 Mt. Auburn St., 611.516.4623
291 Newbury St., 611.266.6014

Even EZ-er than 1040EZ.
Introducing TeleFile from the IRS. If you are single and filed

Form 1040EZ last year, you can file your tax return in ten minutes
by phone. Anytime. Check your tax booklet for information.

~.,Si\ Department of the Treasury
~ Internal ·Revenue Service

Changing for good.
IIITeleFile

It's free. It' fast. It works.

Septem ber 11
& Beyond:

Where ~
do we go from (S)~- <9;)

•Join experts from the MIT Center for International Studie and the
Department of Political Science to explore a pects of the political
fallout from the attacks on September 11.

Tuesday, January 15 Wednesday, January 23

The Phenomenon of
"Czars" in American Politics
Prof. Harvey Sapolsky

Wednesday, January 16

Examining US Mideast
Policy
Jeremy Pressman,
PhD candidate

Thursday, January 24
The Challenge to Civil
Liberties
Attorney Margaret Burnham

Thursday, January 17

Changes in US Domestic
Politics
Prof. Stephen Ansolabehere

US Defense and Security
Policy
Profs. Barry Posen and
Stephen Van Evera

All sessions 3:00 - 5:00 pm
35-225

Sponsored by the Center for International Studies and the Department of Political Science

CALL FOR APPLICATIO S!t

The Council for the Art at MIT Grant Program
is accepting application for it next deadline

February 1, 2002

Please contact Susan Cohen to set up an appointment to di cus your application
An appointment is STRO GL Y REeO NDED

email: cohen@media.mit.edu
telephone: 253-4005

MIT student , faculty and taff are eligible to apply
All types of arts projects are supported: visual, literary and perforrning art

For more detailed information read the Grants Guideline on the web at:
http://web.mit.edu/art /grantguide.html

You may also submit your application from the web at:
http://web.rnit.eduJarts/ grantform.html .

The Council for the Arts at MIT is a volunteer group of alumni and
friends established to support the visual, literary, and performing

arts at the Massachu etts In titute of Technology. Since it
founding in 1972 by MIT President Jerome B. Wie ner the Council for

the Arts has worked to "to fo ter the art at Ml'I'alandla to act a a
catalyst for the development of a broadly ba ed, highly participatory

program in the arts." Appointed by the Pre ident of MIT to
three-year terms, Council member erve a advocate and advi or to

MIT' As ociate Provo t for the Art .
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h Politi al ci n
bee urit tudie Program at

h Center for Int rnational tudie
nd T orld

T

e ·g·on and Po itical
V·ole ce

he

Dr. David Little, Harvard Divinity School
cholar on Buddhi t a pect of the Sri Lankan conflict

Dr: arc Gopin Fletcher School
Sholar on religion & conflict re olution in the Middle Ea t

•

•

Dr. Loui e Richardson, Executive Dean of the Radcliffe
In titute for Advance Study

cholar on t rrori m & the orthem Ireland conflict

•

• Heather . Gregg PhD candidate, Political Science, MIT
holar on the can e of religiou violence

• oderated b Prof. Roger Petersen, MIT
cholar on conflict in the Balkan

Monday, January 28 4:00 - 6:00 pm
E25-111

The panel i open to the public
The panel will al 0 be a ailable on ITWorld in February,

http://weh.mit.edu/mitworld
For more information, contact h gregg@mit.edu

January 28
10.30 am - 5 pm
Student Center

6.30 pm - 9 pm
10-250

January 29
7pm

3-133

February 4
5.30 pm

1-135

February 6
6pl11

6-120

F bruary 15
12.30 pm

24- 19

February 22
7.30 pm
34-101

Febr ary 23
8pm

illian Hall

e tern Hemisphere Project presents ...

e tern Hem' phere: Hi tory, Culture, Economics, Politics
Forum for Inde endent e ia

What the main tream me ia aren't t Bing you - and why

ar, errori m, & edia
D vid Bar amian ( lternative Radio), Mike Albert (MIT f 69 & Z
Magazine), inda P' ow (WMBR ews Department)

A ear in the Street
Fighting II globalization" when it conflicts with human rights
(The la t in our I film seri on terro~ & human rights)

[Open eeting]
Come m t other fit r ted people, learn about
what th Western Hemisphere Project does, and get involved!

What Part of You is Not For Sale?
Economic Justice & Consumer Choice
(Co-sponsored with the MIT Technology & Culture Forum)

What's It Like Being an ctivist?
Lunch ith . icendo-Garaygay (MassPIRG) &
Rick Pierik ( erican Friend Service Committee)

The Uses of Ha iti:
ADieu sion with Paul Fanner & oam Chomsky
Find out hat' happening inHaiti - and what you can do about it

usic of Latin America
Concert by the Ptolem PIa ers

featuring works b uma a, Villa-Lobo I Schifrin, and oth r

For more information, contact <hemisphere-adminismit.edu>
or ee http://web.mit.edu/hemisphere/

pring Break - a a Paradi I land Can un and
Jamai a from 459. ir Hotel Tran fer Partie and

or ! Organize mall group-earn FREE trip plu
commi ion! Call 1- OO-GET-S -1

THE CAMBRIDGE HOSPITAL
BIPOLAR DISORDER RESEARCH PROGRAM

Do you have bipolar disorder? Are you interested in new
treatments for mood swings?

The Cambridge Hospital Bipolar Disorder Program is
conducting research studies with

Quetiapine, Olanzapine and Risperidone for bipolar 'disorder.

If interested, you will receive a specialized evaluation at
no charge, and if you qualify for a study, you will receive

clinical treatment and medication at no charge.

For more information please call,

(617) 665-1466 or email jko@chaliiance.orQ.

)\ .cin9u Ia r SM

WIRELESS

MIT

Tues<fay,Jat1uary 2' · tPttJ
MIT 2.'-100

Tic.kets at: Lobby'", 'PttJ <fayo~s"ow

MIT~;rclti;'i~~
CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
Media Lab Expansion
Demolition of E10, E20, and the loading dock has been
completed. A temporary pedestrian sidewalk is in place around
the perimeter of the work site. Noise, dust, odor and vibrations
are being mitigated to industry standards.
Simmons Hall
Excavation of the west end of Vassar S1.for utility installation
continues. This may affect traffic flow.
Vassar St. Utilities
Access to the Main Lot under Building 39 will be restricted
beginning in mid-January and continuing for several weeks.
From Vassar St. Westbound, there will be no left turn allowed.
Exiting from the Main Lot will be permitted to the right only.
Zesiger Sports & Fitness Center
Roof work, dry wall framing, rough plumbing, casting of floor
slabs, and fireproofing continue, with special precautions
regarding generation of noise.
NStar Transmission Line project
NStar is installing a 115 kv transmission line along Memorial
Drive from Pleasant Street (near Howard Johnsonis) to the
Longfellow Bridge. This work is now underway and will continue
through the winter. Lane restrictions may cause traffic delays.
Dreyfus Chemistry Building
Areas south ana west of the building may be fenced off to
accommodate staging requirements. Operation of equipment
may result in noise between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m.

For information on MITis building program, see http://web.mlt.edulevolvlng
This information provided by the MIT Department of Facilities.
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Women'~Track Tops Bates, Bowdoin, Mt. Holyo
By Adeline Kuo 5th and 6th, re pectively. In the resented by MIT athletes, as ancy jump, finishing both events in 3rd High jump star Emily Schwartz '05
TEAMCO-CAPTAI 1000m run, di tance phenom J. Benedetti 05 finished in 4th, and place, with a ew England Divi- bounded to a 3rd place finish in the

This pa t aturday, the IT artha W. Buckley '04 led MIT Je ica Karnis '05 and Kate S. ion III qualifying mark in the long event.
Women's Track team traveled to with her 2nd place fini h in a ew Was erman '04 finish in 6th and 8th jump and an ECAC qualifying The 4x200m relay, composed of
Bates College and defeated Bates, England Divi ion III qualifying re pectively. mark in the triple jump. Rounding Kuo, Poul on, Quinlan, and Eze,

Bowdoin ollege, and time of 3: 13. 4. Placing with Buck- out MIT's domination in the long took 2nd and qualified for ECACs.
Mt. Holyoke College ley in thi event Mealani K. aka- upta lead in jump e ent jump were Smith, whose jump Kuo and Poulson returned for the
with final tallied mura G ran an excellent race to fin- In the jumps, Gupta showed her qualified her for the ew England 4x400m relay, along with Silber-
core of204.5 to 1 3, i h in 7th. Also running the 1500m, domination, as she placed 2nd in Division III hampionships, Eze, stein and Smith, and led MIT to

168.5, and 54, respec- Buckley '04 and the five competi- both the long and triple jump and and Silberstein, finishing in 4th, another 2nd place finish. Finishing
tively. tors in front of her ran in a tight th in the high jump. Gupta once 7th, and 8th places, respectively. the meet, the distance medley

As usual, the pole vaulters got pack to all qualify for the E AC again qualified for the ECAC I 0 scoring for MIT in the triple relay, composed of Jennifer A.
the meet off to a strong start. championships. championships in both horizontal jump was Saundra S. Quinlan 'OS, Gaugler 'OS, Lehman, hirIeen X.
Sophomore super tar Catherine A. Rounding out the distance jumps. yenke also contributed who finished in 6th in a ew Eng- Poon 'OS, and Nakamura, finished
Tweedie '04 won the event with an events, the 5000m run wa well rep- many points in the horizontal land Division III qualifying jump. in 3rd.

C provi ional height of 10' 7
1/4". Having already qualified pro-
visionally for the CAA champi-
onships last week, Vanessa Li '02
proved her vaulting con istency by
finishing 2nd with a height of 10'
4 114".

In the sprints and hurdles, MIT
scored an impressive 64 points,
with Clarissa Y. Smith '04 leading
the way by winning the 55m dash
and taking second in the 200m.
Adeline L. Kuo '02 contributed 8
points with her third place finish in
the 55m and her 7th place finish in
the 200m. Freshman Shauntel L.
Poulson also added 8 points to
MIT's final score with her 5th
place finishes in both the 55m and
the 200m. Having great speed and
hurdling skills, Chinwe P. Nyenke
'04 breezed through the finish
lines of the 55m and 55m hurdles
in 4th and 2nd places respectively.
Right behind her in the hurdles
was Nalini Gupta '05 in 3rd.
Colleen A. Horin '05 finished the
race in 6th. In the 400m dash,
Gupta led the way for MIT, finish-
ing 3rd. Following her was Didi
Eze '05 in 4th.

Vuval Mazor '02 sprints to secure first in the 600m dash
during Saturday's home meet against Bates College and Coast
Guard. In the final lap of the race, Mazor caught a Bates
College runner, winning in 1:23.27. Mazor helped the men's
track and field team win their first regular season meet with
204 points to Coast Guard's 92 and Bates' 56.

Sean J. Montgomery G glances ahead in the final laps of the
1500m Saturday. Montgomery cruised to win the 800m and

1500m in 1:54.93 and 3.58.04, respectively. a...;::: .... -l

MIT excels in field, distance runs
In the throws, Princess

Imoukhuede '02 took 1st place once
in the weight throw and in 2nd in
the shot put. Akua A. Asa-Awuku
'03 performed well, finishing i!J. 3rd _
in the weight throw and in 6th in the
shot put.

With three athletes debuting in
the 600m run, MIT successfully
clinched thirteen points, as Alisa P.
Lehman '05, 'Meredith N. Silber-
stein 'OS, and Li finished in 3rd,

e

"****!fantastic and hysterically lunny!"
- FILM THREAT

"A wonderfully amusing, kaleidoscopic portrait
of a nice guy in a bizarre business."

- John Patterson, LA WEEKLY

"An entertaining, lightly mocking documentary."
- Dave Kehr, THE NEW YORK TIMES

MORE
SCHOOL SPIRIT

THANA
CHEERLEADINCi

SQUAD"Scurriously enjoyable!"
- Owen Gleiberman, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

"Hilarious!"
- Mary F Pols, CONTRA COSTA TIMES

The story or
America's

most unlikely
sex sta~

The Legend of Ron .Jeremy
ronjeremy-themovie.com MAELSTRO

!t·'....MUf. EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

Kr·NDIALL c:..Q STARTS fRIDAY, JANUARY 25ru 1 \ J For showtimes visit www.LandmarTheatres.com
One Kendall Square • (61]) 494-9800 NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDEDFOK
AMERltAN

tAN(jEJI, SOCIEff'S
DAFFODR DAYS

(Boston, MA) - Celebrate
the arrival of spring by

volunteering for the
American Cancer

Society's Daffodil Days.
Lend a hand to ell, pack,

sort or deliver flowers
during the week of March
17-24 for as much time as
you can give. With your

help during Daffodil Days,
the American Cancer
Society can raise vital

funds for research,
education, advocacy and

patient services programs,
while bringing hope and

help to cancer patients in
your community,

Please call the American
Cancer Society at

1-800-ACS-2845 to be
connected to a staff

person in your local office.

This space donated by The Tech
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SPORTS
Early Promise

Burka put a routine together just
in time for the meet and scored a
7. , her highest since coming to

IT. The team high came from
Tam, who po ted an .75.

The team posted a 41.90 on the
beam but only atson and Tam
were able to tay on the apparatu .
First meet jitters u ually get the be t
of everyone, but these gymnast
should settle down and get omfort-
able with their routines soon
enough.

Team beads a a this week
In true MIT fashion, the sched-

ule for the upcoming week does not
allow time for the gymnasts to train
to improve their routine . The engi-
neers head back to the competition
floor at Brown tonight, followed by
back-to-back meets in Penn ylvania,
first at Ursinus College on Friday
night and at Wilson College on at-
urday afternoon.

The next home meet will be at-
urday, Feb. 2, against a much-
improved Division III opponent,

Y-Brockport, and Division II
University of Bridgeport. If the team
survives the next three meets, they
will be in good shape to compete
down the stretch as the eason pro-
gres e . The return of Cindy Chung
'04 from a sprained ankle could have
a huge impact on the team.

throughout her MIT career.B Eduardo 0 aile
TEAM COACH

re hmen art out tron
hui ha been invaluable to the

team over the year and her e peri-
ence and performance will provide
great leader hip for IT's three
freshmen all-arounders. Merritt .
Tam 'OS, hley R. Rothenberg 05,
and Whitney E. Watson '05 not
only debuted in the all-around for

IT, but they anchored the vault
and floor line-up as well.

All three performed flipping
vaults and although they are still a
week or two away from feeling con-
fident about their vaults, each per-
formed better on the vault than they
have a far thi year. On floor, Wat-
on scored a 9.1 with a brand new

routine while Tam earned a 9.55 for
a routine she has performed since
before coming to MIT. Rothenberg
struggled a bit with a new, difficult
routine, but nailed her first-ever dou-
ble-back mount. The floor exercise
also saw olid routine from Cecile
E. LeCocq '02, Tanya 1. Burka '03.

The bars usually require the
mo t effort for improvement, and a
new set of rule changes have made
the event even more difficult thi
year. evertheles, the bar team
scored 40.55 total, only one tenth
lower than MIT's high score on this
event for all of last year.

Being an athlete at MIT is not an
easy thing, and if your sport hap-
pens to be gymna tic , it i even

more challenging.
Regardless of talent,
gymnastics require
something that all
MIT tudent do not
have much of - time.

MIT's gyrnna ts spent a much
time as schoolwork allowed to get
ready for their opening meet of the
season against outhem Connecticut
State Univer ity. However rna t of
the team did not feel quite prepared
enough for this meet; the Owls, a
Division IIteam, ha e always been a
stronger team than the Engineers,
and this year wa no different.

CSU won the meet 180. 5-
169.125.

However, several MIT gymnasts
turned in solid performance . Amy
M. Shui '02 had a solid meet in the
all-around with a 33.70 total. With a
reborn commitment to swinging bars,

hui will once again be a key contrib-
utor and one of the most consistent
gymnasts that MIT has ever seen. In
her 31st meet for MIT, Shui feU off
beam for only the 2nd time on ome-
thing other than her handspring-hand-
spring series. Shui has also consi -
tently hit her vaults and floor routines

JASON LAPENTA-THE TECH

Miles Colman '05 climbs ice for the first time under the
instruction the MIT Outing Club. MITOC taught ice climbing,
snowshoeing, and other winter activities at their annual Win-
ter School in Flume Gorge, New Hampshire, last Saturday.

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Wednesday, January 23

en's Wrestling vs. Bridgewater State College
and University of Southern Maine, 6:00 p.m.

aturda , January 26

Men's Basketball vs. WPI, 2:00 p.m.
Men's Gymnastics vs. UMASS and Vermont, 2:00 p.m.
Men's Wrestling vs. American International College, 10:30 a.m.
Rifle vs. Coast Guard, Columbia, Drexel, John Jay, 9:00 a.m.

Sunday, January 27

Rifle
vs.

Coast Guard, Columbia, Drexel, John Jay, 9:00 a.m.

FRANK DABEK-THE TECH

icholas A. ielsen '03 (left) congratulates Parker E. Larson G after Larson scored in Friday's
game against Bates College. ielson provided the assist on the goal, one of Larson's three of the
game. IT went on to in 4-1.

Tuesday, January 29

Women's Basketball ~s. Coast Guard, 7:00 p.m.

Men's Squash Splits 1\vo Matches
Against avy, Connecticut College

Recalling the complications of
his injury, Finn said, "I had to work
a lot harder because of [the ankle
injury]." However, Finn did an
excellent job of disguising his con-
dition, so that his opponent would
not take advantage. In fact, it was
not until late in the match that Finn
collapsed on the court in agony,
shortly after being wrong-footed.
Even after this incident, Finn took
less than a minute to recover and
resume play.

Finn maintained his preferred
style of play throughout the match.
His relentless hustle was only
slightly tempered by the wounded
ankle. On most winning points, he
scrambled and retrieved every shot
from his opponent. He mixed hard
drives along the side wall with off-
speed shots that were only a few
inches above the telltale. This even-
tually allowed him to drive the ball
past his opponent. U ing this strate-
gy Finn emerged with a very well-
deserved victory.

The squash team continues its
tour of ew England with trips to
Amherst and Wesleyan next week.
For updated match schedules, pic-
tures, and other information, please
visit the team s Website at
<http://web.mit.edu/squash/www>.

foe. Goela's match was particularly
hard fought. He rebounded from a
1-2 games deficit and won the final
two games in tiebreakers. The
re ulting match score was 2-9, 9-7,
5-9, 10-8, 10-8.

By Robert ronstam
STAFF WRiTER

The squash team traveled to Yale
University on Saturday to compete
in two intercollegiate matches.

In the first match
of the day, the Naval
Academy dominated
the lower two-thirds
of the lineup and
secured the victory by

a score of 6-3. The #4 through #9
matches were each three game
routs. On a lighter note, MIT sound-
ly defeated Connecticut College 7-
2. The win over Connecticut is
MIT's 3rd in 2 years.

MIT dominates Connecticut
Continuing the trend of the past

few years, MIT easily beat Con-
necticut College. The #8 and #9
players, Rodney E. Huang '03, and
Steven S. Liu '04, overwhelmed
their opponents in three games by
scores of 9-2, 9-0, 9-4 and 9-6, 9-3,
9-4, respectively. Rita E. anson
'04 added yet another classic five-
set win to her career total. The
match also marks her second five-
game win over Connecticut. Her
first came at last year's team nation-
al tournament.

Team captain Robert A. Finn
'02 won a dramatic five-game
match de pite being hampered by
an ankle that he twisted in the

avy match. The final score of this
back-and-forth battle at the #5
position was 9-7 1-9 9-1,3-9,9-4.
Finn' court movement was
remarkably good, considering his
injury. He never seemed to falter,
even when he opponent ran him
from ide to side.

Top three pun off double win
IT had strong performances

from their top three players: Kunal
K. Surana '03, imon C. Bradbury
(CMJ), and aveen Goela '03, who
each won both of their matches.

urana cruised through hi two con-
tests, winning both in three game :
9-], 9-5 9-6 vs. avy and 9-6 ~-3
9-4 vs. Connecticut. Br.adbury and
Goela fini hed off their Connecticut
opponents in three games by core
of 9-2, 9-2, 9-] and 9-4, 9-3, 9-2,
respectively.

However, both players needed
five games to defeat their avy

JONATfl I WA G-THE TECH

Crystal Russell '03 rockets past a Mount Holyoke defender
last Saturday. MIT lost 65-52.


